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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The design of any structure by rational means involves
consideration of the uncertainties that arise in regard to
the external actions imposed on the structure as well as
the strength and response properties of the structural .ele–
ments. These different uncertainties can be taken into ac–
count by introducing probability concepts into the structural
design procedure.

In the case of shipsl these concepts were introduced by
St. Denis and Pierson [1] when determining th~ ship motions,
structural loads, etc. due to operating in a realistic ran–
dom seaway. At about the same time, other work was being
carried out in the area of probabilistic design of structures.
A basic application of the probabilistic approach to the safe
design of engineering structures was given by A. M.l?reudenthal
[21, and later he dealt specifically with marine structures
[3]. Others have considered the ship problem including
Abrahamsen et al [4], Lewis [5], Nordenstr@m [61, Mansour [7],
[8], Mansour and Faulkner [9], Stiansen et al [10], where the
theory of structural reliability was applied to ships. The
basic theory tells us that if we can clearly and completely
define a probability distribution for loads (demand) and for
strength (capability) it is possible to calculate the proha–
bility of failure or collapse. A design strength standard
can then be established on the basis of an acceptable failure
probability without resorting to a factor of safety, an allow-
able stress or a load factor.

When considering structural failure, separate analyses
are necessary for all possible failure modes such as

1. Ultimate tension failure
2. Ultimate compression failure or collapse
3. Brittle fracture
4. Fatigue

Of the first two modes, the second (ultimate compression
failure) is of first importance, for the compression flange
of the hull girder is more likely to fail by buckling
than is the tension flange by extensive yielding. Brittle
fracture is very difficult to deal with because of the
large uncertainties associated with the material quality
(notch-toughness in relation to temperature). Fortunately,
this mode of failure has been brought under control on the
basis of improved design details and workmanship and use of
notch-tough strakes as crack stoppers to provide “fail-
safe” design.

-1-
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Fatigue failure is an important consideration even
though fatigue cracks do not normally in themselves threaten
the complete failure of the hull girder [11]. The problem
appears to be to control the growth of microscopic cracks to
a critical size requiring the trouble and expense of fre-
quent repairs. However, the problems are distinctly differ–
ent from ultimate strength and are not as much a basic
consideration in ship longitudinal strength as is ultimate
strength in bending. Consequently attention is primarily
focused on ultimate failure, usually involving collapse
of the compression flange.

Ship structural design for longitudinal strength has
been based mainly on elastic beam theory with emphasis on
the maximum expected load (bending moment) and an allow-
able stress that provides a factor of safety against un–
specified failure. Some consideration is given to avoiding
local buckling but the main emphasis- enhanced by the devel-
bpmen.t..of computer–aided finite element methods of stress
analysis - has been on detailed calculation of stresses.
The probabilistic approach to design requires renewed
attention to the ultimate strength of the ship girder
(as described by Caldwell [12] or to the “load-carrying
ability” of the structure as discussed by Vasta [13] .
Although ultimate failuke invariably involves buckling~
the problem is complicated by the fact that buckling
may occur progressively in different segments of the
structure and the first occurrence of a buckle does not
usually constitute failure. Recent work by Smith [14] and
by Billingsley [15] attempts to account for the successive
transfers of load from buckled areas to those that are
still effective. But these theories have not explicitly
allowed for the variability of ultimate strength, and
other approaches must be considered.

The biggest problem then in applying the probabilis-
tic approach to the practical design of ships is the
identification and evaluation of the uncertainties in
loads (demand) and strength (capability). The objective
of the present study is to identify these uncertainties~
and to evaluate them as fully as possible from available
published data. Indications of areas in particular need
of further research can then be identified also. A
description of the work carried out in this study in order
to satisfy these objectives is given in the following
sections of this report.

-2-
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2.0 PROBABILISTIC ANALYSIS OF STRUCTURES

Since the present study is concerned with uncertainties
associated with the design of ship structures, this informa–
tion is to be used within the context of a probabilistic
design and analysis approach. That approach is distinctly
different from deterministic methods whereby the strength
of the structure is selected at such a value that it would
survive the greatest expected imposed external load by some
pre-established margin. That particular margin, which is
the ratio of the structural strength to the design load,
is called ‘..the factor of safety, which is assumed to
account for all of the unknown in both loads and structural
strength.

The procedure involved in the probabilistic approach
accepts the fact that there is no absolute assurance of
safety for any structure, with structural performance
described only in terms of probabilities. The structural
strength and also the applied load can be described as
being random variables, each of which have respective
probability density functions. The occurrence of failure
for any structure implies that the load (represented by
the variable L) exceeds the strength (represented by the
~ariable S) , which in probability form is given by the
equation for the probability of failure, Pf,as shown by
the relation

‘f
= P(L>S) (1)

Assuming that the probability density functions of the
load and the strength are represented by fL(Q) and :fS(s)
respectively, together with their cumulat~ve distribution
functions defined by the respective integrals of the density
functions, as illustrated by

rL

\

s
FL(8) =

J
f (L)dl, FS(S) =

~ L .fS(s)ds
o

(2)

the failure probability can then be expressed in terms of
those quantities. The probability of failure is then given
by

Pf = ~~FS (x)fL(x)dx (3)
o

or

rm

‘f = J
[l-FL(x) ]fS(x)dx = l-r~F (x)fS(x)dx

J~ L
(4)

o

These expressions for failure probability represent the
convolution between probability densities of load and
strength, as shown below in Figure 1.

-3-
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Fig. 1 Probability density functions of load and strength

The magnitude of the failure probability depends on
the relative positions of these distributions with respect
to each other and “the degree of dispersion of each density
function relative to their peak values, i.e. the “,spread”
of the density functions.

The determination of the failure probability, as shown
above, depends upon knowledge of the density and distribution
functions of both load and strength. If these quantities
are known precisely, then the evaluation is relatively simple
and the failure probability can be directly calculated. How–
ever that is the major pioblem in the use of these simple
formulas, since the information is not directly available.
The form of the probability density functions must be devel-
oped or established from available data and/or experience
with the particular phenomena, together with the determi~a–
tion of the magnitude of parameters associated with the
density functions.

With the present state of the art,various assumptions
are made with regard to the form of the probability density
functions, together with estimates of parameters determined
from a limited set of measurements. In most engineering
applications, approximate methods are the most useful pro–
cedure for obtaining results. The most important elements
to be determined are then seen to be the central values
(i.e. mean values) and the measures of dispersion, regard-
less of the precise nature of the actual probability density
functions. For many practical applications, the calculated
failure probability is not very sensitive to the exact form
of the density functions f and fS, i.e. in the range

<10–5 the failure probabil–P
E

> 10-3, while in the ra~ge Pf
i y—would generally be sensitive to the actual form of the
probability densities [16] .
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As a result of the difficulties in determining the
actual probability functions, etc. used for a precise
analysis in accordance with Eqs. (3) and (4), as well as
the prime importance of the central value and dispersion
measures, simpler methods have been applied to the struc-
tural design. These methods are semi–probabilistic and are
based on the capability of determining statistical properties
of the load and strength up to their second moments, i.e.
the evaluation of mean values and standard deviations.

.
One particular “second moment” method makes use of the

“safety index” which is defined in terms of the means and
standard deviations of the load and strength variables.
Defining the margin of safety M = S–L, with mean value P
and standard deviation OM, the inverse of the coefficient P
of variation (COV) of M ~s defined by

vM P~–PL

~f=~=
(5)

/qs~+aL2

where ‘IB~is”~alled the safety index-

For the conditions where L and S are statistically in–
dependent random variables, characterized by normal distri-
butions with mean values VL and p

“’?
and standard deviations

‘L
and oS, the probability of fa~ ure is then

‘f =1- @(Bf) (6)

where O(X) is the cumulative distribution function corre-
sponding to the normal distribution. The failure probabil–
ity is also defined as

‘f
= PIM<O] (7)

which can be shown to reduce to the result in Eqn. (6) for
a normally distributed M,

The safety index ~f
order to result in a low
thereby illustrating its
for a structural design
apply) . However the bas

should be as large as possible in
value of failure probability,
utility as a measure of safety
assuming normal distributions
c concept of a sufficiently lar~e

safety index is still useful as ~ measure of design”safe~y
independent of the exact nature of the probability functions,
and it is used accordingly.

Another semi-probabilistic approximate method based
on second moment concepts is the “partial safety factor”
method, which also makes use of information on the mean
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values and standard deviations of the load and strength.
This method makes use of special factors that represent
the effect of strength reduction and load magnification
in terms of minimum strength allowance and maximum load
relative to average conditions. A safe design requires
the minimum strength to exceed or equal the maximum load.
The choice of walu~s of these factors depends upon the
various uncertainties of the load and strength variables.
This method has been applied to ships in [17] and [10].

The analysis of uncertainties in the case of ship
structures which is carried out in this study will be
applied toward use in the above methods, with primary
emphasis on the safety index methods (since it directly
uses information in the form of COV values) and some
consideration of partial safety factors. Developments
that provide information on basic probability distributions
will also have applicability toward the full probabilistic
approach that uses information in terms of such probability
distributions .
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3.0 NATURE OF UNCERTAINTIES IN SHIP LONGITUDINAL STRENGTH:
DEMAND AND CAPABILITY

When considering ship longitudinal strength and the
requirements for adequate structural design, the loads
acting on the ship represent the “demand” and the ship
structural strength represents the “capability” of the
structure. A separate discussion is given below of the
basic sources of uncertainty that are present in both of
these elements that contribute to ship structural design.

3.1 Uncertainties in Demand

The principal loads acting on a ship’s hull may be
summarized as follows, with particular reference to longi–
tudinal hull bending:

– Static bending moments resulting from uneven
distribution of weights and buoyancy in still
water.

Essentially static bending moment caused by
the waves generated by the ship’s forward
motion in calm water.

- Quasi-static or low frequency bending moments
caused by relatively long encountered waves.

– Dynamic (vibratory) bending moments caused by
wave-hull impacts or high-frequency wave forces.

– Thermal loads, resulting from uneven temperature
gradients.

Other loads not considered here are internal loads caused
by liquid cargoes, machinery or propellers; collision,
grounding and docking loads; aerodynamic and ice loads.

Of all of the above loads, the one receiving the
greatest attention through the years has been the quasi-
static wave bending moment. Recent work has followed the
probabilistic approach, since it was clearly established
by St. Denis and Pierson [1] that the waves causing such
bending moments could only be understood and described by
statistics and probability theory. A specific sea con–
dition can be fully described by its directional spectrum,
defining the component wave frequencies and directions
present. Uncertainties arise from:

Variability in the directional properties of
wave spectra, with only limited data available.

Combined effects of two storms, or sea and swell.
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- Variability of spectral shapes for a given
significant height. Considerable data are-availa-
ble for limited ocean areas, but more data are
needed.

- Possibility of “freak” waves, usually as a result
of effects of shoaling water nearby coasts,
currents, etc.

Short-term responses, including bending moments,
can be calculated statistically by means of the principle
of linear superposition [1] combining calculated ~~sponses
ko regular waves (IIZ%O’s)and assumed ocean wave spectra. The
~0 (response amplitude operator) is the amplitude of the
ship response at ai~articular frequency to a unit sinusoidal
wave at that frequency. Uncertainties involved in the cal–
culation of RAO’S using the usual “strip-theory” approach
are:

– Assumed linearity of response in relation
to wave height.

- Inaccuracy of strip theory.

– Effect of variation in weight distribution on
motions and on inertia loads (usually ignored) .

After calculating response spectra by means of
superposition, there are uncertainties regarding the
statistics of response. Various studies, e.g. [18] have
shown that these uncertainties can be reduced if a spectral
width parameter is included in deriving the distribution of
response (bending moment) maxima and minima. Otherwise,
the use of a simple Rayleigh distribution can result in a
bias toward values that are too high in severe seas [19].

Other uncertainties are associated with the operation
of the ship, including:

- Cargo distribution and resulting drafts

- Ship headings to the sea

- Ship speed

Still-water bending moments are comparatively easy
to calculate if the distribution of cargo and other weights
is known, as shown in [20]. Unfortunately calculations are
not always made before every voyage, and in any case they
are seldom recorded. Hence,very little statistical data
are available. Estimates can be made on the basis of
calculations customarily made for every new ship design
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covering representative conditions of loading expected in
service.

The bending moment caused by the ship’s own generated
wave system can be determined experimentally or from a
calculation of the ship’s wave profile at different speeds.
Uncertainties are small and can be estimated.

Theoretical methods of calculating wave-induced
dynamic or vibratory bending moments must consider both
steady–state high–frequency loads and impulsive loading.
The former, known as springing, involves unresolved uncer-
tainties in the excitation, structural damping, nonlinear
effectsl etc. The latter, known as slamming and whipping,
involves unresolved uncertainties in the prediction of
the occurrence of slamming; in the calculation of slamming
loads as a function of ship form, relative vertical velocities
and ship heading; and in the structural damping of the
whipping response. Hence,at the present timelit would appear
that the most suitable approach to evaluating the uncertain-
ties in dynamic loadings is by analyzing available statistics
on measured hull stresses.

Reliable methods are available [21] for calculating
thermal stresses when temperature gradients in the hull
are known. Uncertainties consist of:

- Ambient conditions - air and water temperatures,
winds, sunlight and local shading. Meteorological
and oceanographic data are available but have
not been analyzed.

– Methods of calculating temperature gradients from
known ambient conditions are unreliable.

Estimates are required pending further research and full–
scale measurements on ships at sea.

Perhaps the most difficult problem in defining loads
or demand in probability terms is that of combining the
disparate loads discussed above.

- Static loads usually vary only from one voyage
to the next (although they can also vary within
one voyage) .

- Thermal effects are generally diurnal.

– Low–frequency wave loads are evidenced in the
frequency of wave encounter bandwidth range.

– Dynamic loads occur at the natural hull frequency
(usually vertical, fundamental mode).

–9-
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If all of these loads can be considered to be statistically
independent, the principles of probability theory can be
utilized to determine the necessary combined distributions.
However, as noted by St. Denis (in Report of Committee 1.3
to ISSC, 1979), “the essential problem that arises when
seeking to combine loads is not so much that of their formal
treatment by theory of probability but rather the derivation
from an analysis of observations of the correlation existing
between loads.” For example, high dynamic loads may often
occur in rough seas when large low-frequency loads also
occur, but high thermal effects may generally coincide with
calm, sunny days when wave-induced loads are relatively mild.

It appears that the most difficult problem of com-
bined loads is that of low-and high-frequency wave-induced
loads . Not only is there a question of statistical cor–
relation in the long term, but there is the question of
short-term phasing – does a maximum vibratory load ever co-
incide with an extreme low-frequency load? Hence? instead
of collecting separate statistics on uncertainties of dynamic
loads (as previously mentioned) and in correlation with low.
frequency loads, it may be simpler to collect overall data
on how much the vibratory loads add to or modify the distri–
bution of low-frequency loads for different ship types in
various services, as described in [20] and [22] .

3.2 Uncertainties in Capability

These uncertainties are usually classified as ob-
jective - those that are measurable or quantifiable – and
subjective – those for which there is no factual information
available and for which subjective judgment is therefore
required. As noted by Daidola and Basar [23], “Future
efforts ..... should be directed toward identifying and
quantifying more uncertainties. Most subjective uncertain–
ties are really ‘as yet - unquantified’ objective uncertain–
ties. “ The uncertainties arise from methods of calculating
structural responses, including the effect of boundary con–
ditions, and variability in physical behavior of materials
and structures.

The objective uncertainties that have been discussed
in the literature and from which some data are available
will first be summarized (e.g. see [9] and [23]) :

- Main dimensions of hull, which is a minor factor
for which data are available.

– Material properties - including yield strength,
ultimate strength and Young’s modulus - where
data are available as in [23] and [25].

– Variations in material thickness and shape
dimensions.
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- Manufacturing imperfections, including
variations in fabrication tolerances, weld
quality, alignment, and residual stresses in
weldments.

– Corrosion and wear, which must be dealt with
separately, since they involve “time-dependent
strength” [231.

It will be noted that all of the above involve physical un-
certainties in the materials used or in the methods of ship
construction.

There is less agreement in the literature regarding
subjective uncertainties, but the following are listed by
Mansour and Faulkner [9]:

—

Shear lag and other shear effects (considered
negligible) .

Major discontinuities; openings, superstructures.

Torsional and distoitional warping.

“Poisson’s ratio” effects, especially at trans–
verse bulkheads and diaphragms.

Stress redistribution arising from changes in
stiffness due to deformations, inelasticity, or
both .

Gross–panel compression nonlinearities; effective
width,’ inelasti~ity, residual stresses and shake-
out effects (considered negligible) .

It will be noted that the above subjective uncertainty
items involve inaccuracies or simplifications of theories
of stress analysis and structural response. The authors be–
lieve that none of them is serious except for the effect of
superstructures, and neglect of all except the first would
lead to systematic errors on the safe side, i.e. a bias.
However, it is obvious that further knowledge is needed to
reduce these subjective uncertainties to the objective cate-
gory. A seventh item of subjective uncertainty mentioned in
[~] is II..!.residuary strength~ after gross panel failure”,
which is a special important item that affects the entire
question of the theory of ultimate strength and its vari-
ability. AS noted by Lewis [25]Y “available data on probabi–
listic aspects of capability in general seem to apply to
local panel failure rather than complete failure of the
entire girder flange in compression or tension. For ex-
ample, for a tanker such as that under consideration here,
the local compression buckling of a deck panel in the center
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tank would shift the load to the top of the side tank
structure – deck, side shell and longitudinal bulkheads.
This structure would probably carry considerably higher
load before there would be further buckling, such that
complete failure or collapse could be said to have occurred.”
Smith[14] and Billingsley [15] have corisidered these effects
(aS previously noted), but a thorough study of experimental
data on panel buckling such as thak by Smith [26] will be
required in order to estimate the degree of uncertainty in–
volved in these approaches.

The modes of failure to which the above uncertainties
are considered and applied include:

- Tension yield

- Compression failure of stiffened panels between
transverses (strut-panel or stiffener tripping)

– Compression failure by overall grillage buckling,
including transverses. This type of failure
considers grillage instability or beam-column
type collapse.

The contribution to overall uncertainty in predicting ultimate
strength of ship hull girders composed of different types of
panels has to consider these different possible failure
modes .
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4.0 DATA ON UNCERTAINTIES OF VARIOUS SHIP HULL LOADS

When considering the type of external environmental
loads that act upon a ship,’.i.E”’is necessary to separately
determine the uncertainties of each of these individual loads.
The present section discusses the individual type loads
and also procedures for determining the uncertainties
associated with such loads, as well as providing numerical
values that can be used for future calculations. The
discussion below considers each load separately, with
treatment of the problem of the combination of loads given
in a later section of the report.

4.1 Still-h7ater Loads

The still-water loads are bending moments that act
on the ship due to the difference between the distributed
weight of the vessel and the buoyancy due to the hydro-
static support effect of water. As such these still-water
bending moments will vary with the degree of loading and
ballast of the ship, which can change during its voyages.
In general any ship will have a probability distribution
of still-water bending moment corresponding to the loaded
condition and another distribution corresponding to the
ballast condition, where the validity of this concept is
supported by the work in [27] and [28] .

These different operating conditions of the ship can
be established so that estimates can be made via calculations
that cover representative conditions of cargo and other
weights that are expected to vary in particular service for
any vessel. However, poor logbook records for different
ships that have been studied as part of full-scale investi-

9a~ionsJ e.9. [22] and [29], have not been adequate to
provide this information in such a way that the still-water
bending moments could be calculated. While the loading
booklets for any vessel do provide some range of represen–
tative operating conditions, these conditions do not
correlate well with the actual experienced operating con-
ditions of ships in their commercial services.

A research project is being carried out for the Ship
Structure Committee (Project SR–1282) in order to develop
a plan to obtain data that would provide information on
such still water bending moments which is an indication of
the necessity for additional data in this area. However,
some recent data have become available as a result of work
carried out- i-n Japan [30] , with the data corresponding to
the still-water bending stresses of different ships being
summarized in [31] . This information was presented sepa–
rately for a group of 10 conkainerships as well as for a
group of 8 tankers. The containerships represent the class
of ships that have small variation of their cargo loading
conditions, which is also representative of general cargo
ships. Tankers and ore carriers represent a group of ships
having variable loading conditions, with different results
corresponding to the full load condition and the ballast
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condition.

A listing of this Japanese data for the still-water
bending stress in the form of information useful for prob-
abilistic design studies, viz. t-he mean value, standard
deviation, and COV, is given below for these two types of
ships .

Table 1

Still–Water Bending Stress In Container9E”ips

Mean Value Standard Deviation Cov

6.04 kg\mm2 1.76 kg/mm2 0.291
(8.63 kpsi) (2.51 kpsi)

Table 2

Still–Water Bending Stress in Tankers

Loading Mean Value Standard Deviation Cov

Ballast Cond. ,4.38 kg/W2 4.33 kg/mm2 0.989
(6.26 hpsi) (6.19 kpsi)

Full Load Cond. -3.64 kg/’mm2 1.90 kg/’mm2 0.522

(-5.20 kpsi) (2.71 kpsi)

In these tables,positive stress values correspond to the
hogging condition and negative to sagging. The bending
moment for any ship of similar type is then estimated by
multiplying by the appropriate section modulus for that
ship. For use in either deterministic or semi-probabilistic
design and analysis when considering ultimate strength~it is
usual to select representative extreme values of either
hogging or sagging still-water bending moments.

4.2 Thermal Effects—

Thermal stress values were indicated to have fairly
significant magnitudes (3–5 kpsi) in some cases, as shown
by the measurements on five bulk carriers in [29]. The
records there show a consistent diurnal variation in that
range. The thermal stress values are not necessarily loads
on the ship, but are considered to be loads because they have
similar effects. Thermal stresses develop from temperature
gradients in the ship structure which arise from the differ-
ent air-water temperature differences as well as the tempera-
ture effects due to insolation, which is the absorption of
radiant heat. Any temperature change due to insolation de–
pends upon cloud cover as well as the color of the deck-
The degree of cloud cover varies in different areas of the
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world as a function of the season~ with different relative
frequencies of occurrence of these different degrees of cloud
cover.

A discussion and illustration of representative data
that could be used for calculation of thermal stresses are
given in [20],where calculations were made for a represen-
tative cargo ship (S.S.WOLVERINE STATE). Using the data
for the temperature differences corresponding to different
cloud conditions, as well as their frequency of occurrence
allowed determination of calculated estimates of thermal
stresses in that vessel. Using the information on the weighted
average, as well as establishing a standard deviation from
those calculated values, allowed determination of the COV
for the WOLVERINE STATE vessel, as shown below in Table 3:

Table 3

Thermal Stresses - S.S. WOLVERINE STAT.E (Calculated)

Mean Value Standard Deviation Cov

1040 psi 557 psi 0.536

At the same timer the information available in [291
allowed determination of this same type of information from
measured thermal stresses on the tanker ESSO MALAYSIA.
Using the data for the 11 day-night or night-day stress
variations for the period 9/18/68 through 9/28/68 allowed
determination of the statistical information given below
in Table 4 (this is only an example which is given for the
available data) .

Table 4

Thermal Stresses – ESSO MALAYSIA (Measured)

Mean Value Standard Deviation Cov

1.8 kpsi 0.261 kpsi 0.145

It can be seen that there is a smaller value of the
COV of thermal stresses as determined from actual ship measure-
ment as compared to that from theoretical calculations,
although the calculated thermal stresses due to the assumed
temperature changes which is shown in [20] do provide the
correct order of magnitude for these stresses. Since the
thermal stresses are generally low compared to other environ–
mental effects, and greater reliability is generally given to
measured data results, the values in Table 4 may be considered
to be more useful for the present study of uncertainties.
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The calculation of thermal stresses is seldom required
in ship design except when considering special vessels that
carry low or high-temperature cargoes such as LNG and asphalt.
Since these thermal stresses vary diurnally, which corresponds
to a larger time scale as compared to other larger environ–
mental disturbances (such as waves) , the selected value for
any design or analysis studies can be considered as a fixed
constant value for such purposes (although there is still a
statistical uncertainty associated with such stresses) .

4.3 Wave Loads

The low-frequency bending moments due to waves have
received the greatest attention in published literature,
with extensive theoretical treatments available for esti–
mation of such loads. Similarly there is a fair amount of
test data available for models as well as some limited
information for full scale also. These bending moments
are also generally the largest loads acting on a ship at
sea, with the main emphasis in prior studies of probabilistic
design approaches being concerned with that type of load.

The ship response operators in the frequency domain
(RAO’S) are determined by means of either computation based
upon a theoretical technique such as the one of linear
strip theory (e.g. [32], [33]) or by use of model test results
determined in regular wave tests. When considering using
the probabilistic approach, the loads are usually determined
by the linear superposition technique evolved by St. Denis
and Pierson [1] whereby the spectral representation of
responses is established in terms of ship response operators
(in kh.e frequency domain) and the wave spectra. There are
possible limitations of the hydrodynamic theory in regard
to linearity and inaccuracies in certain frequency and speed
ranges (also dependent upon the heading angle, e.g. in stern
quartering seas) . Other possible limits when determining
the wave loads are present in the representation of different
sea conditions in terms of spectral variability in both the
frequency domain as well as in regard to directional properties.

All of these features contribute to uncertainties in
determining the load response of a ship subjected to waves,
primarily in establishing statistical measures such as the
rms value and other response statistics. The spectral band–
width parameter described in [18] affects the various response
statistics, and the nature of the probability densities
characterizing the response determines the properties of
extreme values. In addition,there may be certain nonlinear
effects present that will also influence these load charac-
teristics, which provides another source of uncertainty.
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A description of the different approaches used in
order to obtain some quantitative measures of the uncer-
tainties in wave loads is given below, with different
approaches used to apply to the different sources of un–
certainty discussed above. It is intended that the treatment
described in the following analyses will provide a more
firm basis for establishing values for the uncertainties
associated with this important load component, since the
past literature in this field of probabilistic analysis
for ship structures has only used rough orders of magnitude
without providing sufficient basis for the values used and
the range of applicability of such values.

4.3.1 Effects of Sea State

One of the important influences on the wave load
(i.e. bending moment) variability is the effect of the
variation of the wave spectra that correspond to a given
“sea state.” A number of different methods have been used
to assess the effect of this variability, including the work
of Lewis [34] as well as an investigation by Ochi [35] . In
[341, the variability of the wave spectra was based upon the
use of actual measured wave data from which a “family”
of spectra were established corresponding to a particular
range of significant height.

A set of useful data for this purpose is that
presented in [361, which was obtained from the analysis of
wave records from weather ships located at Station “India”
in the North Atlantic Ocean. The data presented in [36]
cover 323 wave records and resultant spectra, from which
selected groups were established. These groupings are
described in [37], and are denoted as Group 3, Group 4,
Group 6, Group 8 and Group 10. The number of representative
spectra chosen in Groups 3, 4, 6 and 8 comprise eight spectra
for each group. The number of spectra in Group 10 were only
2. The significant wave height range for each of these groups
was as follows:

Table 5

Measured Wave Spectral Family Groups

Range of
Group

‘1/3’ ‘t.

3 6-9

4 9-12

6 16-21

8 27-34
10 37-45

The data plots and tabulations of the wave spectra used for
these real wave conditions are provided in [36], and rep-
resentative samples are give’n “in Figures 2 and 3.
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Fig. 3 Example of 10 sample wave spectra having
a significant height of 30 ft.
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The earlier bending moment variability calculations
carried out in [34] made use of some measurements where a
different grouping wave spectra was used. It was these
data that led to the estimate of a value of COV equal to
0.149, which has been quoted in many publications without
any close investigation of the source of that value. An
illustration of calculated results was given in [34] for
the WOLVERINE STATE ship which demonstrated the analysis
used to find the COV value due to wave spectrum variability.
The resulting value was determined there to lie in the range
of 0.22-0.30 when considering the effects of different
spectral familiesl different significant height, different
headings, and short–crested sea conditions. The statis-
tically averaged values were calculated on the assumption
that all headings are equally probable. The range of COV
values was not affected by the ship forward speed, although
there were some small differences (on the order of 10% at
most) for the relative magnitudes of the mean values for
each particular speed.

The analysis provided in [35] considered different
representative mathematical formulations for wave spectra,
from which an analysis of maximum force was calculated
on a ship with these different wave spectral representations.
The parameters of the wave spectral formulations, for a
particular significant wave height, were varied in accordance
with different confidence values so that a family of
spectra was established for each significant wave height
condition. There were 9 members of the family corresponding
to the Bretschneider 2-parameter spectrum and 11 members
of the family for the 6–parameter spectrum of Ochi and Hubble
[38] . The results in [35] indicated a COV for the Bretschneider
spectrum results of about 0.20, and a COV value of about
0.10 when using the 6-parameter spectra. Thus,it would
appear that the choice of the spectral model representation
being used has a definite influence on the uncertainty
values (COV) of loads due to the manner of specification and/or
definition of the wave spectrum, for these theoretical
spectral models.

In order to illustrate the influence of actual sea
conditions, the family of measured spectra obtained from
[36], and which have been described above in Table 5, have
been applied to 3 representative ships that will be considered
for many of the illustrations throughout this report. These
ships are a tanker (UNIVERSE IRELAND) ; a bulk carrier (FOTINI-L) ;
and a containership of the SL-7 type. Calculations to
illustrate the nature of the vertical bending moment values
obtained for these 3 different vessels were carried out for
different headings and operating speeds of the vessels,
using the tabulated response operators given in [22] together
with the spectra in [36] . Results were found for the rms
response for each particular member of each spectral family,
from which a mean value, standard deviation and resulting
COV were then found. A tabulation of the different values
found from this computational procedure is given in Tables 6-8.
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Table 6

Vertical Bending Moment Statistical Responses
(Calculated) in Different Sea Conditions

UN~VERSE IRELAND.

(All values in ft.-tons, multiplied by 105)

Wave Group Group 3 Group 4

IJv ‘v Cov Vv ~v
Heading Angle

120° 0.692 0.188 0.272

T

0.977 0.283

150° 0.769 0.278 0.362 1.162 0.423

180° 0,770 0.311 0.404 1.176 0.461

Wave Group GrOUp 6 Group

Cov

0.290

0.364

0.392

8

IJv ‘v Cov ?JV ‘v Cov

120” 1.76 0.420 0.239 3.4 0“411 0.121

150° 2.07 0.705 0.340 4.31 0.608 0.141

180° 2.096 0.808 0.3s5 4.69 0.772 0.165

Table 7

Vertical Bending Moment Statistical Responses
(Calculated) in Different Sea Conditions

:~Q~~~.~–L

(.Allvalues in ft.-tons, multiplied by 105)

Wave Group Group 3

-,

Tt
Heading Angle ‘V ‘v Cov

128° 0.541 0.128 0.237

150° 0.541 0.163 0,302

180° 0.502 0.181 0.360

Wave Group GrOUp 6

~

Pv ‘v Cov

120° 1.248 0.154 0.123

150° 1.389 0.390 0.281

180° 1.330 0.445 0.335

:_20- :.=-.. ,,-.:..
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Group 4

I

Pv ‘v Cov

0.685 0.161 0.234

0.793 0.264 0.332

0.767 0.280 0.364

GrOUp 8

‘v *v Cov

1.810 0.128 0.071

2.540 0.289 0.114

2.632 0.350 0.133



. . Table 8

Vertical Bending Moment Statistical Responses
(Calculated) in” Different Sea Conditions

SL–7

(All Values in ft.-tons, multiplied by 105)

Wave Group

Heading Angle

120°

150°

180°

Wave Group

120°

150°

180°

Group 3

7
vv ‘v iCov

0.380 0.091 0.237

0.505 0.144 0.302

0.465 0.164, 0.360

Group 6

IJv

IT
‘v Cov

0.884 0.105 0.119

1.274 0.302 0.237

1.219 0.397 0.326

Group 4

0.498 0.117 0.234

0.711 0.230 0.324

0.692 0.255 0.368

Group 8

1.266 0.098 0.077

2.293 0.260 0.113

2.418 0.315 0.130

The results in Tables 6-8 illustrate the influence
of the level of the sea state, i.e. the significant height
range, and the heading angle on the COV values for these
vessels. In general, it can be seen that the larger sea
states exhibited the lowest COV values, with similar results
for the largest waves (Group 10) which were not shown since
there were not enough wave spectra (i.e. only 2) in that
grouping to provide reliable statistics. Since the basic
interest for design purposes is the extreme values of bending
moment, which generally occur in the larger sea states,
the information in that range would be the most useful for
the present study. Considering the condition for head and
bow seas also provides the larger values of vertical bending
moment as well. On that basis, the range of COV values due
to wave spectral shape variability as obtained using theoret–
ical response operators from strip theory would lie between
0.11-0.17 with the value 0.14 as representative.

This value is quite close to the value 0.149 that has
been quoted in previous references. However it is also
appropriate to large ships, with lengths in the range 800-
1100 ft. The COV values for the WOLVERINE STATE in [34]
applied to a cargo vessel of 500 ft. length, with the cal-
culations carried out using model test data for the bending
moment response operators. Since the COV values for the
extreme force on the particular illustrative case of a semi–
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submersible ship in [35] ranged from 0.10 to 0.20, depending
upon the particular wave spectral representation used, for
a vessel that was about 230 ft. long, the possible reason for
differences h the case of the WOLVEIIINE STATE [34] may be
the use of model test experiment response operators. On the
basis of the above considerat~ons, it may be assumed that the
possible range for’bending moment COV due to wave spectral
variability will extend from 0.10 to 0.20, with an average
value of 0.15 (almost exactly the estimate given in [34] and
used in the published literature!) .

4.3.2 Effects of Theoretical Response Operators

A possible influence on the variability of wave loads is
due to the degree of validity of the theoretical response
operators that are usually calculated by means of strip theory.
Some differences are known to exist between bending moment re–
sponse operators determined by theory and those from experiment,
and a method of evaluating the effect on load variability has
been applied in this study. The procedure for establishing a
measure of the “correct” response operator involves comparing
theoretical responses with model test data values, with the
assumption that the model test data are the proper v“alues, i.e.
data should be used from tests at a reputable laboratory with
high standards and accurate measurement and data analysis
equipment and procedures.

Since the frequency response data represent the variation
of an amplitude ratio as a function of frequency,” any deviation
between theory and experiment at particular frequencies alone
should not be used as the measure of an error. A representative
measure of the use of response operators is the value of rms
response to a wave spectrum, but any possible measure of differ–
ence between theory and experiment would then be dependent upon
the shape of both the response operator and the input wave
spectrum when obtaining rms response outputs. In order to
overcome this difficulty, a suggested approach is to chose a
representative spectral input in the form of a rectangular
(i.e. constant) unit amplitude “box” spectrti extending over
the entire bandwidth of the response operator, as shown in
Figure 4.

The mean square response is then found from the relation

(8)

where S (u) is the unit amplitude rectangular spectrum
input, %d WI and W2 are the bounds of the response operator
IT (m) Ibandwidth in the frequency domain. This procedure
isvapplied to both the theoretical and experimental response
operators, using the same unit amplitude spectral inputl
and the ratio of the rms
both the theoretical and
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used as a measure of the uncertaint.v. associated with present
strip theory methods.

Tv

.

k!

..-

Fig. 4 Response operator and box spectrum bandwidth

This method was applied to a large set of available
model test data for which associated theoretical calcula-
tions have also been made. The primary source of data
was [32] , for which data were available for two Series 60
ships (.70 and .80 block coefficients) and also for the
WOLVERINE STATE. These data covered different speeds and
headings for these models in regular waves. The theoretical
calculations used for comparison with the test results in
[321 was the original SCORES theory, with the mathematical
derivation given in [32] and the computer program given in
[39] . Another source of data, together with theoretical
calculations shown in comparison with the test data, was
obtained from [40] which contained test data for a container
ship model and a Series 60 model, where the model test data
were obtained at NSMB. The theory used for comparison with
the test data was a different form of strip theory, whose
development was described in [40]. Model test data and
calculated results were obtained also for the SL-7 from [41] ,
where the theory used was a modification of the original
SCORES theory that had been used in [42] . The modification
of the theory involved incorporating the effects of addi–
tional speed–dependent terms in the equations of motion,
which resulted in an improvement in the degree of correlation
between theory and experiment for the SL–7 model as compared
to the earlier work in [42]. Representative sets of data
t-hat were used in this comparison are illustrated in
Figures 5–’7.
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The particular data used for the different models
were~selected set that contained a sufficient amount of
model test data that could be considered to extend out near
the ends of the bandwidth of the response operators (where
the operator values approached zero) . This requirement of
a fairly “full” set of data thereby limited the number of
conditions that were analyzed by the method described above.
A total of 40 different cases was analyzed in this manner for
all of the above vessels~ with the largest number (16 cases)
for the WOLVERINE STATE and the smallest number (2 cases) for
the SL-7. The resulting ratios of the rms values obtained
from theory with respect to representative values determined
using experimental data were found to generally group around
the value l.O,with the extremes ranging from 0.65 to 1.31.

All of these ratios were then averaged in order to find
a mean value and standard deviation, with those values found
to be 0.959 and 0.061, respectively. These values only
correspond to the particular data analyzed (40 cases) , while
other sources of data are also generally available, such as
the information given in ISSC reportsr other published re-
search reports, etc. This additional information considers
data from both model tests and full-scale tests as a means
of indicating the general utility of theory to calculate
vertical bending moments. According to all of these avail-
able datar it does not appear that there is any systematic
bias in any of the currently used calculation methods and
theories. The average value of the ratio of theoretical
load to the load value determined using model test data,
which was given as 0.959 in the present analysis, was biased
toward a lower value than 1.0 because of the large number of
cases (16) for the WOLVERINE STATE, which has a ratio less
than 1.0, viz. 0.927.

When examining the results of theory compared with experi–
me nt, especially in the case of full-scale data, the predic-
tions from theory were generally higher than the measurements
(which provides a conservative error for use in design). How-
everr a large part of that difference may be due to the lack
of complete information about the local ambient wave spectrum
properties ‘[e.g. see [43] and the associated paper discussions) .
Other effects may be the application of incomplete theory to
cases such as fast ships in following quartering seas, etc.
as illustrated by the problems highlighted,in [41] and [42] .
On the basis of the limited analysis described above, it can be
assumed that the total uncertainty for most ships, in their
more common modes of operation, is due to (statistical)
dispersion effects and that such a dispersive error for the
theoretical calculation methods (linear hydrodynamic strip
theory) can be accounted for with a COV that can extend up
to 0.10.

There is a particular manifestation of nonlinearity
in wave–induced vertical bending moments which exhibits it-
self in unsymmetrical sagging and hogging values. This

486-32g-,
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effect is due to nonlinear variation of buoyancy and hydro-
dynamic effects (added mass and damping) for ships that
have significant degrees of flare and which have non–vertical
sections at their waterlines. Such vessels include container-
ships and naval combatant ships (destroyers, frigates, etc.) .
In those cases the sagging loads exceed hogging, when examining
the extreme loads for design purposes, with a ratio of 1.2:1,
i.e. 20R larger. This type of result has been observed in
analysis of full-scale data (see [22] ) as well as indicated
by theory and correlation between theory and experiment
(see [44] and [45]). Since this difference has been observed
in many cases, it can be considered as a measure of bias for
the mean value of vertical bending moments used in design
(i.e. when considering sagging moments as the dominant design
load) by use of probabilistic or semi-probabilistic methods.
However, it is only appropriate for a particular class of
vessels (containerships, etc.) and not others such as tankers
and bulk carriers (“full” ships), as shown in [22] and [45].

4.3.3 Effect of Extrapolation Method for Lifetime Maxima

When considering design loads for ships, the procedures
for determining such values for wave loads use two different
approaches~ viz. the long term distribution method [34] and
the extreme value method [35]. The results found by use of
both approaches are generally quite close to each other in
practical casesr as shown in [46] , although the calculation
requirements are lesser for the extreme value approach. In
both methods, long-term distribution and extreme value, the
procedure depends upon knowledge of the short-term probability
densities which are established by analysis of measured re–
sponses for short time periods of the order of 20 minutes
under statistically stationary conditions.

Most cases of ship bending moment response have been
assumed to follow the Rayleigh distribution for the ampli–
tudes of the response maxima, and this has been the basis
for most analyses for design loads. Although the data
analysis in [22] indicated some departures of the measured
data from the assumed Rayleigh characteristics for one of
the ships studies there, viz. the SL-7 containerships at
higher speeds, that assumption of Rayleigh distribution can
still be applied to most ships of interest with conservative
safety. Calculations were carried out using theoretical
RAO values combined with realistic wave spectra from spectral
families for the 3 ships studi,es in [22], with the results
found for the spectral bandwidth factor c (as defined in [181)
showing that the Rayleigh assumption was appropriate for these
ships . The s values ranged from 0.16 to 0.53 with the majority
lying in the range 0.30 - 0.36.

The methods used for determining the long-term probabil–
ity or extreme value design wave load will also involve some
degree of uncertainty. A detailed analysis of the basis and
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interpretation of the long-term distribution method was pro–
vialed by Karst [47] who considered the problem of the probabil–
ity of exceeding a particular bending moment at least once
during its operating lifetime, rather than the probability of
exceeding a specified value during any one cycle at any time
in a ship’s lifetime. The cumulative probability distribution
ordinarily found for bending moments by the method of [341 pro-
vides the modal value at the specified number of cycles in its
lifetime. For such a large number of cycles, the distribution
of the highest wave bending moment that would ever be experienced
in the ship’s life i~ approximated by a discrete Poisson distri-
bution in histogram form superimposed on that long-term distri–
bution. The parameters of the Poisson distribution and the modal
value of the bending moment are used to determine the mean value
and standard deviation of the largest demand wave load in the
ship lifetime, from which the COV due to the statistical
variability of the maximum lifetime is determined. A particular
case where this method of analysis was applied was described in
[171 for a naval frigate, with the value of the COV found to be
0.075.

Another approach which is the extreme value method,
proceeds in a different manner to obtain the maximum value
that will be experienced in a ship’s life. In that approachl
the probability density and the cumulative short-term probabil-
ity are used to determine the probability density of the maximum
of the bending moment, from which the most probable extreme value
and other related statistics are found. For a random variable
having the probability density f(x) and cumulative probability
distribution function F(x) , for n cycles of encounter, the
probability, density function of the extreme value (denoted as yn)
is given by

(9)

With the short-term probability density given by the
Rayleigh law, which is expressed in normalized form by

f(~) = ~e
-g2/2

(lo)

where c is the ratio of the response amplitude to the rms
level of the response, the cumulative probability distribution
is then given by

F(E) = l–e
_~2/2

For this caselthe mean value
extreme value are then found

1
m

‘Yn= ,0
Yn9(YnMY n

(11)

and standard deviation of the
from the basic definitions

(12)
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rm

J‘Yn2= ~(yn-lJy )Zg(yn)dy
n

n
(13)

The appropriate values are found from these expressions by
integration by partsl etc. , leading to a determination of
the COV as a function of the number of cycles n. That re-
sult is shown in Figure 8 for the COV of the extreme value,
based upon the statistical variability of that quantity.

The results in l?igure 8 allow determination of the COV
of the extreme value in terms of the number of cycles for
the specified condition for determining an extreme, such as
operation in a particular large sea state. Thus, the quantity
n corresponds to such a situation and not the entire ship
lifetime (see [46] for a description of the application of
extreme value statistics in practical cases) . The derivation
of the COV value in this case is assumed to be applicable to
any extreme value determined from the probability representation
given by the general definition in Eq. (9). Since the deter-
mination of an extreme value by the method of Ochi [35] is
simpler and involves less computational effort than the long-
term distribution technique of [34], and also provides the
same fdnal result, the use of COV values from Figure 8 is also
adequate for probabilistic design studies.

4.3.4 Combined Variability for Wave Loads

On the basis of the above analysis~it is seen that the
variability of wave loads which has been quantified arises
due to the wave spectral variability, the limits of linear
hydrodynamic strip theory, and the statistical variability
of extreme values. The COV value for all of these effects
together, since they are uncorrelated, is given by the square
root of the sum of the squares of each contribution. Assuming
that the extreme value is found for a condition corresponding
to 10,000 cycles, for which the COV value is 0.065, the total
COV for wave loads is then

cov,,Tave==

loads

which is close

~ (.15)2”+(.10]”2+”(.065)2=0.192 (14)

to the overall value of 20% that is often
quoted in published literature.

4.4 Springing Vibratory Loads

The phenomenon of springing is a steady-state oscillatory
bending moment that arises due to exciting the natural struc–
tural vibratory frequencies of the ship due to encountering
short waves. The high encounter frequencies are close to the
ship natural frequencies, primarily the first vertical mode,
which then results in such a continuous high-frequency re–
sponse for generally long flexible ships. Significant
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springing stresses have been measured and theoretically
predicted for such vessels as Gre#t Lakes ore carriers, fast
containerships and large tankers. However the importance
of springing has not been fully settled since no structural
failures of ships have been attributed to this type of load.

A number of theoretical analyses have been carried out
for the purpose of predicting springing loads, both in the
frequency domain and the time domain (see [48]-[50]), with
some model test validation studies in [51] and [52] . These
analyses include consideration of the flexibility of the ship
structure in determining the magnitude of the response as
well as the various component terms entering into the equations.
More recent studies ([53], [54]) have acted to focus atten-
tion to some of the major problems associated with theory,
which include the calculations of the wave excitation forces
for short waves and high Frounde numbers, the evaluation of
damping (including structural damping) , and the influence of
nonlinearity in calculating the wave excitation forces.
According to the model experiment results in [52] and [53],
the springing response can be accurately predicted from
oscillator theory when usinq measured values of excitation,—
added mass and damping, as shown in Figure 9.
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then an important factor. Other influences determined from
both theory and experiment indicate a nonlinear effect in the
excitation forces which requires further examination, which
is ongoing at this time. A large amount of work has been
carried out in full-scale measurements on Great Lakes bulk
carriers together with:the subsequent data analysis (e.g. [55]) .
While the analytical models used in the work of [55] have not
considered the more fundamental problems associated with the
hydrodynamic effects considered in [53] and [54], they are
used in an effort to essentially “calibrate” the theory by
means of such measurements and data analysis. Other important
considerations associated with that work include the analysis
of combined wave and springing loads, which is a topic con-
sidered in a later section.

When considering the problem of the uncertainties asso-
ciated with springing loads per se, only estimates can be
made based on the present state of the art. The effects of
wave spectral variability will certainly involve a COV as
large as that for conventional ship wave loads, and probably
larger due to the problems associated with accurate measure–
ment of the high-frequency tail of the wave spectrum. Thus,
the COV value for that aspect will be of the order of 0.20.
As a result of the problems in obtaining an accurate hydro-
dynamic representation of wave excitation and damping, the
basic theoretical RAO values are subject to error. That
particular uncertainty can be approximately estimated to be
of the order of 0.201 in comparison to the COV level for
conventional wave loads.

The variability due to the extreme value probability
effects is expected to be less than in the case of conven–
tional wave loads, since the number of oscillations will be
much higher for springing due to the occurrence of springing
oscillations at the first structural natural frequency of
the ship. On the basis of the results in Figure 81that effect
can be represented by a COV of about 0.05. The resulting
COV estimate for springing is then estimated to be

Cov
springing=

i(.20)2+ (.20)2+(.05)z=” 0.287 (15)

While this value is fairly large, the overall contribution
to the uncertainty of the ship total extreme load may not be
as significant since the combination of springing with
other loads must be considered; it is only important for
certain types of ships, under special operating conditions;
etc.

4.5 Slamming and Whipp ing

The dynamic vibratory loads on a ship that are of a
transient nature are generally described by the terms
slamming and whipping, where slamming refers to the initial
effect of a wave--ship impulsive force and whipping refers to
the subsequent vibratory hull response in one or more natural
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modes of ship structure. These loads occur at rela–
tively high frequency, corresponding to the two–node mode
of the natural vertical structural frequency of the ship
as well as higher modes that also may be excited due to the
impulsive slam load. These transient slamming type responses
are associated with the effects of bottom impact on the waves
or as a result of bow flare immersion.

While extensive work has been carried out to predict
the frequency of occurrence of slamming, e.g. [56] , a more
important requirement is the ability to determine the mag-
nitude of the slam load as well as other related statistical
characteristics. Theroetical studies have been carried out
by means of computer simulation in the time domain in order
to provide time histories of slam loads such as bending
moments, etc. as described in the work of [50] and [57–59] .
These analyses include both bottom impact and bow flare
slamming, with the responses reflecting the influence of the
ship flexibility in exhibiting transient time histories at
the natural frequencies of the hull.

The important aspect of any of these theoretical
analyses is the method of representing the impact force
itself which acts as the source of excitation, with that
quantity reflecting significant nonlinear effects for both
types of slamming. The methods that have been used in the
theoretical studies have been based upon a combination of
the forces due to the variation of fluid momentum, buoyancy
and impulsive pressure variation, where these quantities are
determined as a function of time due to the time–varying
immersion of different ship sections with respect to the local
wave elevation. The subsequent response to such an impulsive
load, i.e. the whipping response, then follows in the form
of a decaying oscillation due to the inherent structural
damping in the ship. This type of slamming-whipping response
repeats after another impact occurs, with the repetition
not being regular or related directly to any of the wave
properties and as such the response is considered to be
nonstationary. The transient response due to slamming from
the theoretical studies appears to have the same qualitative
characteristics as that measured in full scale at sea,
but there is still insufficient available
for a complete correlation between theory
this time. There have been limited model
slamming, but such investigations are not
extensively due to the technical problems
expense)
properly

The
slamming
terms of

of model construction th~t would

experimental data
and experiment at
test studies of
carried out more
(and associated
represent a

built structurally scaled ship model.

only way in which information on the effect of
and whipping can be satisfactorily obtained is in
the magnitudes of the stresses or bending moments

that arise from these effects, as determined from analysis
of measured data. Some information in this area has been
obtained from the work in [20], [22], [60] and [61]. The
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data obtained for slamming and whipping have .P.T.i~.ari,lYbeen
found for container sh”ips, naval frigates””, and” cargo ships,
with both types of slamming (bottom and bow flare) represented
in the bending moment records. The analysis of these full-
scale measurements provides data that can be applied to ob–
tain information useful to the present study, although
extensive quantitative values (compared to the amount of in–
formation available for wave loads) cannot be obtained on
the basis of these limited d“ata.

The slam loads do not occur at random during a cycle
of ship motion in wavesl but within a definite narrow range
of phase angles with respect to the wave load. However, the
particular phase angles found for a cargo ship in [20] , for
the containership in [22], and the frigate in [61] were
somewhat different. In the case of the frigate, the whipping
transient loads in the midship region significantly increased
the conventional wave–induced sagging of the ship since the
maximum whipping amplitude was nearly coincident with the
maximum wave induced sagging. In generall it can be assumed
that the phase difference between the occurrence of a slam
and the peak of a local wave load maximum is generally
relatively smaller than the average encounter period of the
wave load.

AS far as the magnitude of the whipping bending moment
is concerned, that quantity varies relative to the wave
load for each ship as shown in the various full-scale study
reports. The data in [60] provide a numerical value for
the whipping bending moment (peak to peak range) as determined
from analysis of measurements on 4 different ships ranging
in length from 420 ft. to 750 ft. covering cargo ships, an
ore carrier and a containership. The value of the whipping
bending moment magnitude expected to occur in a ship’s life–
time (probability of 10‘B) is given by 0.00075 PgL3B for each
ship. This value is the mean value for the whipping load
(peak to peak range) as specified for the 4 vessels in [60]
from full scale data analysis at this particular probability
level. At the higher probability level of 10–5, it was given
as 0.0004 pgL3B. Substituting the dimensions of a particular
ship of this class will result in numerical values of this
dynamic bending moment which can then be used for design
purposes.

Although the values of the whipping bending moments
are only presented for 4 ships in [60] , that information
can be used to assess the variability since the actual
values for the vessels are given there. A listing of the
values is given below in Tables 9 and 10 for the two cited
probability levels, from which the mean values and standard
deviations can be determined, leading to COV values for
whipping bending moments.
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Table 9

Vertical Midship W~ipping Bending
Moment Values~ 10 5 Probability

Ship type Moment coefficient
103M/’pgL3B

Cargo 0.332

Cargo 0.424

Ore Carrier 0.456

Container 0.365

Table 10

Vertical Midship W~ipping Bending
Moment Values, 10 8 Probability

Ship type

Cargo

Cargo

Ore Carrier

Container

From the data in Table

Moment coefficient
103M\pgL3B

0.733

0.694

0.876

0.696

9 for 10–5 probability. the
mean value is 0.394 pgLiBx10–3, and the standard deviation
of the numerical factor (multiplying pgL3Bx10-~) is 0.097,
leading to a COV of 0.246. The data in Table 10 for 10–8
probability result in a mean value of the numerical factor
as 0.75 and a standard deviation of 0.149, which produces
a COV of 0.199. On the basis of these values, when consider-
ing the extreme value of whipping bending moment, the COV
value of 0.21 would be a good estimate to reflect the
variability in whipping loads for the different ships.

The analysis of the whipping bending moment amplitudes
also provides information on the short-term probability
characteristics of that load. In the case of the frigates
[611, the probability density of the whipping load was found
to be exponential. The data in [22] showed a possible
tendency toward an exponential distribution also, as was
the case for the WOLVERINE STATE cargo ship analysis [20].
The results in [20] and [22] did not fit that type distribu–
tion in a full statistically verified sense, but there was
a sufficient tendency toward that form of representation.
Considering the fact that whipping loads are the result of
transient response of a (primarily) linear oscillator to
an impulsive nonlinear force that has quadratic behavior
(with respect to relative vertical velocities) as shown in
[501 and [57-59], there is a plausible basis for considering
an exponential probability density as representing the short
term characteristics. This probability density is expressed
in the form

f(x) = -& e-x/a (16)
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with the cumulative distribution given by

F(x) = 1 –e
-x/a (17)

where a is the mean value of the load experienced in that
short term period to which the probability representation
applies.

With this short-term probability representation, it is
then possible to establish the extreme value properties,
similar to the treatment of wave loads. Since the value of
a has to be found for each case from data analysis of records,
it would be best to use the information in Table 10 as the
basis for estimating the actual extreme whipping load per se.
Although no detailed evaluation of the extreme value distri-
bution and its properties was made since the short-term
probabilities are of exponential typejit can be expected
that the COV value dne to the variability of the extreme
will lie in the range of ().05 to 0.10, depending on the
number of oscillation cycles as the determining factor.

The above information considers only the properties
of the whipping bending moment itself. However, the in-
fluence of the whipping load .in determining the total
design load on the ship as well as the load properties is
the important information required for the present study.
That topic is considered in the nexk section which treats
the combination of loads.
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5.0 COMBINATION OF LOADS

The next item to be considered, which is associated
with defining the demand (i.e. the loads on the vessel) in
probabilistic terms involves combining the disparate loads
that have been discussed above. In particular, problems
arise in static loads which vary between voyages, and the
thermal effects are diurnal in nature. With regard to the
different oscillatory effects produced by interaction with
the waves, it is known that the low-frequency wave loads
cover frequencies in the bandwidth associated with the
wave encounter due to forward speed relative to the wave
spectral frequency extent, while the dynamic vibratory
Ioad& occur at the natural hull frequencies, primarily in
the fundamental vertical mode. The means of combining these
different loads must be established so that there is a
calculation method that can be used in design studies. ln
addition, procedures that would allow establishing some
measure of the uncertainties in the total combined load
also have to be established.

5.1 Still Water, Thermal and Wave Loads

The combination of still-water loads and wave loads
has been considered in a number of investigations applied
toward probabilistic structural design of ships. Since
some information is available that indicates the nature of
the probability density of still water loads, some efforts
have been applied to establish the probability density of
the sum of still-water and wave bending loads (e.g. [20]) .
This has been done with the assumption that these two types
of loads are statistically independent variables. However,
that may not be the case since the different cargo distri-
bution weight loadings which establish the still-water
bending moment will also affect the value of the wave loads.
This is due to the contribution of inertial forces that are
important elements in the total wave bending moment (see
[321 for a description of the various component forces
contributing to ship wave loads) . Thus, a variation in the
weight distribution can lead to variation in wave loads as
well.

On the basis of the above, the problem of combining
still-water and wave loads can be treated by selecting a
large representative still-water load as a constant value
that is added to the value of the wave load. This still-
water load will correspond to the operating loading condi–
tions, i.e. whether the vessel is fully loaded or in ballast
condition, with the wave loads also determined for the same
operating condition. Since the still-water loads vary over
a long period (the extent of a voyage) as compared to the
wave load time scale, this would appear to be an acceptable
procedure.
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In view of the same aspect of thermal effect load as
relatively steady in contrast to the wave loads, the thermal
effect load can be combined with the still-water load as a
constant load reference about which the wave loads and
vibratory dynamic loads will vary. The thermal effect load
to be used for design purposes is either the average value
found by calculation similar to those in [20] or a value
found for a predominant temperature-weather condition. The
general magnitude of the thermal effect load is usually
small relative to the wave and vibratory loads so that the
variability aspect can be considered as absorbed within the
uncertainties for the predominant loads. In most cases,
large thermal effect loads due to significant sun exposure
are fih”likely to occur at the same time as large wave loads
due to ocean storms, although the effects of swells producing
large wave loads can still be present during good weather.
On the basis of all of the reasoning discussed above} the
thermal effect loads should be treated together with the
still-water loads, where the sum of these loads is considered
as a static reference level for the larger time–varying
loads. This type of treatment has been applied in a similar
manner for ships in [10] as well as for other structures with
different static and dynamic load contributions (e.g. [62]) .

The preceding method for combining relatively static
loads and wave loads is suggested initially since the informa–
tion on statistical properties of the static loads (e.g. still-
water loads) is not sufficiently complete at this time, al–
though efforts are presently ongoing in order to obtain an
appropriate data base useful for probability–type design.
Some limited data of this nature, from Japanese results on
container ships and tankers, is given in Tables 1 and 2 which
can be used as a measure of variability in the absence of more
extensive data.

When considering the combination of static and wave loads,
from the point of view of obtaining a measure of uncertainty in
the form of a COV value when information on COV values is known
for each element, a suggested procedure for determining the
combined load COV is given by the following. If the total load
is represented by the sum

‘t = Ls -i-Lw (18)

where the t–subscript represents total, the s-subscript repre-
sents static, and the w–subscript represents wave, the mean
value is

and the COV of the total load (COVt) is given by

Covt =
[
(COVs)2(VL

/ ~~

12
/ ]/~Lt)2+(COVw)2(ULw ‘Lt)2s.
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This procedure has been used in a comparative study of off-
shore structure codes [63] , and can be further extended to
include dynamic vibratory loads as well (to be discussed in
a later section) .

5.2 Combined Vertical and Lateral Wave Loads

In all of the prior treatment of wave loads in this
report, the primary concern has been the vertical bending
moment. However{a ship that travels obliquely into waves
is subject to unsymmetrical bending about a neutral axis
that constantly shifts its angular position. This can be
accounted for by including the effect of the lateral wave
bending moment that will be combined with the vertical
~anding moment. The lateral bending moment is primarily
dynamic as it arises from the hydrodynamic forces due to the
Waves and the resulting ship motions. Response operators
(RAC)’S) for determining lateral bending moments can be
established either by theoretical computation, e.g. [32] ,
[33], or from model test data, as illustrated in [32] and
[40-42].

If one is concerned with extreme stresses, such as occur
at the deck edge, an effective vertical bending moment due
to the combined vertical and horizontal bending can be
determined. This combined load depends on the ratio of
the section moduli for both vertical and horizontal bending.
While recent work in [15] has questioned the applicability
of such a procedure when large loads and nonlinear and in-
elastic response of the structure can occur, the analysis
of loads at this stage of technical development cannot
consider the effects of such structural deformations. Thus,
the procedure involving the combination of these loads in
terms of the relative section moduli is considered as an
acceptable approach. While each of these low-frequency
wave loads has some degree of uncertainty, the combination
of the two must also be assessed to determine the uncertainty
of the total wave-induced load.

A number of different approaches have been applied in
order to determine properties of the combined effective
longitudinal bending moments, as described in [201 , [641 and
[65]. These methods include determining effective RAO values
for the combined load in terms of the frequency-dependent phase
angle between the 2 components, power spectra, cross-spectra,
etc. The mean square value of the combined load is rep-
resented by the relation

(21)

where 02 and a; are the mean square values of the vertical
and lat~ral bending moments, Z and Zh are the vertical and
lateral section moduli and pvhvis a correlation coefficient
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between vertical and lateral bending moments which reflects
the phasing between them. However~ the effect of the correlation
coefficient value in the combined moment rms value is found
to be small according to results shown in [65].

Similar type results are shown in [311 from analysis
of measured data in 23 ships~ including tankers, bulk carriers
and containerships. There the effect of phasing between
the different stresses when considering the resultant
maximum gunwale stress was shown to be small, even when
including the warping stress due to torsion. This result
in [31] also illustrated a negligible effect of the warping
stress on the total maximum gunwale stress, although the
warping stiess was much larger in value for ‘~open” ships
such as containerships. The average value of the wave
loading maximum stress, which is found to be independent
of the ship length and type of ship for this collection of
measured data, is given as 14 Kg/mm2 or 20 kpsi, which is
a useful value for design comparison.

As for the variability of the combined effective bending
moment, that can be found in a similar manner as for the
pure vertical bending moment described in the last section.
The only difference is in regard to the COV of theoretical
calculation methods. Since the comparisons between theory
and experiment in [321 , [40] and [42] show that lateral
banding moments are not predicted as well as vertical bending
moments, the COV value for the effect of linear strip theory
calculations for the combined moment would then be about
0.15. This would result in a COV for the combined wave load,
assuming the effects of wave spectral variability and extreme
value variability remain the same, to be

Cov = ~(0.15) 2+ (0.15)2+(0.065)z
combined

= 0.222 (22)

wave load

5.3 Combined Wave and Springing Loads

For the case of combined vertical wave-induced and
springing bending moment loads, which applies to Great Lakes
ore carriers and in some cases to other bulk carriers and
possibly tankers (if sufficient flexibility is present) ,
there is fairly extensive work available to provide guid–
ante for design loads, e.g. [55] . Since the springing
response is continuous and a stationary random process,
with narrow band spectral properties, the rms value of the
combined vertical bending moment is found as

0 = 402 i- 13i + 2p
c w Sp Wsp”wosp

(23)

where o is the combitied bending moment rms value, :W is
the wav~ induced bending moment rms, o is the spr~nging

‘Ybending moment rms, and Owsp is a corre ation coefficient
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betx’.sen springing and wave–induced bending moments. Since
the wave-induced bending moment and the springing bending
moment responses occur primarily in frequency ranges that
are generally well separated from each other, the correla-
tion coefficient p is quite small and close to zero.
Thus, for practicalw~~rposes and simplification these two
responses can be considered as essentially uncorrelated.
Particular empirical data to allow calculations of the rms
springing bending moment is available in [55] , which also
provides the basic support for the relationships described
above.

When considering extreme values of the combined bending
moment~ there have been some questions concerning the manner
of counting the number of maxima to which extreme value
theory is applied because of the effects of the different
frequencies that are present, i.e. due to the higher number
of oscillations associated with springing occurring at the
first mode of structural vibration of the ship (see [66] for
some discussion of this point) . ~ typical illustration of
the
the
and

1 Stress

stress spectrum of a Great Lakes ore carrier, showing
two distinct spectral energy peaks due to wave loads
springing, is given in Figure 10.

spectrum,
n
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Fig. 10 Teledyne measured stress spectrum for FOTINI-L,
voyage 7FLI-3, interval 22
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An analysis of extreme values, following from the
truncated probability density function for positive maxima
(as is used by Ochi in [351), provides the most Probable
extreme value in terms of the number of zero crossings for
the combined signal (see [671)- The zero crossing concept
provides a better picture of the number of oscillations
to which the extreme value expressions apply. More exact
relations for the extreme, which reflects the influence
of the spectral width parameter s more completely together
with the effect of the average period ratio and the relative
degree of magnitude of rms of the 2 load components, are
also provided in [67] . The factors for the extreme value
determination (which multiply the rms value) are also ex-
pressed in [67] in terms of their uncertainties, which are
shown to be small relative to the uncertainty in calculating
the rms load value. Those uncertainties for the effect of
the extreme value variability are generally similar to those
shown in Figure 8 for conventional wave loads~ with the COV
value dependent on the number of oscillation cycles and lying
in the range of 0.05 to 0.10.

The determination of the COV of combined wave and spring-
ing loads depends upon the relative contributions of each
of those separate components to the total load. The mean
value of the extreme load is found from the rms value in
terms of the factor for extremes described above from [671,
to which is added the still water bending moment. The COV
of the combined wave and springing loads (assuming for sim-
plicity that the still-water bending moment and other static
load terms are considered as constants) is determined by an
extension of the relation in Eq. (20) .-.Thusj

[ I 1

/12
Cov I(COVW)2(PL “~

combined =
Lt)2(COVsp)2(Psp ‘Lt)2 + (24)

w
wave and
springing

where a separate determination is required to find the extreme
loads for wave-induced effects and springing effects alone, as
well as in combination (for the mean load only) . Since the COV
values for wave loads and springing loads separately have been
given in the present section and the preceding section of this
report, it can be seen that the COV value for combined wave and
springing loads lies in the range banded by 0.222-0.287 (i.e.
between the COV values for wave and springing loads above) .

5.4 Combined Wave and Whipping Loads

The combination of wave loads and whipping loads due
to ship slamming can be considered from a particular view-
point that reflects the present state of the art in applying
analytical models and the parameters therein. Both of these
elements are known to include a great deal of uncertainty
arising from various sources. Therefore, an effort to use
highly sophisticated models for load combination analysis
does not appear to be warranted, but an approach using rel-
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atively simple analytical representations for the essential
physical phenomena is consistent with the current state of
knowledge of the factors contributing to such load combina–
tions. A description of the procedures for combining wave
loads and those arising from slamming is given below in terms
of estimating design loads, estimating the COV for such loads,
and also determining the probability characteristics of such
a combined load.

According to the results in [22] , the vibratory loads
arising from slamming, etc. are statistically independent
of the ordinary wave–induced loads. The vibratory loads
due to slamming and shipping are interpreted as dynamic
increments to the wave-induced loads, with this increment
related to half the double amplitude (peak–to–peak) of the
vibratory load. These data in [22] provides support for
establishing the extreme total load as the sum of the maxi-
mum wave-induced load amplitude (either hogging or sagging)
and a fractional multiple of the dynamic vibratory increment
described just above. This fraction is uniformly distrib–
uted between O and 1.1 in all of the records analyzed in
[22] .

~ conservative estimate of the sum of the wave load
and the slam load is obtained by direct summation of each
load amplitude as found from the general time history form
of each component, as shown in Figure 11. The wave bending
moment is represented by X(t) with peak values Xm; the slam
bending moment time history is Y(t) with maximum value Ym;
and the sum Z(t) = Z(t) + Y(t) has a maximum value z . In
this figurel the time difference T between the time a% which
X(t) assumes a local maximum and the time at which a slam
occurs may be consider~d as a random variable~which is
generally much smaller than the encounter period T . The
combination Z(t) of these two different loads is e~timated
conservatively by summing Xm and Ym, i.e.

ZM=XM+YM (25)

which assumes a negligible value of the time difference -c.
This approach is useful when establishing the probability
distribution function for the combined load, which is treated
below.

The distribution function Fz (z) of Zm defined in Eq. (25)

is found by integrating the jointmdensity function l?X y (x,y)of
Xm and Ym over the domain D shown in Fig. 12 below. m m
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Fig. 11 Load combination; X(t) + y(t)
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Fig. 12 Domain of integration
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z
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Fzm
(z) = fx ~ (x,y)dx dy= fx (x)fy 1(y)dy-

D
m m o 0 m m

(26)

where the statistical independence is assumed between X and
Y and fA(.) indicates the density function of the rand~m
v&iable A. With the probability densities of the wave load
amplitude given by the Rayleigh distribution

fx (x) = ~ e-x2/2a~ (27)

m

where o is the rms parameter value, and the exponential
distribution for the slam

f= (y) = ~ e-y’s
m

the value of the function
to be

load amplitude given-by

(28)

Fzm (z) is found by integration

1 z[() 2

FZ (z) =1-e –z’2/202+eo~/2u2 e–z/Ci — –:
e–Z o _e–02/2a2

m

{ 1]
(29)

-m: @(z/o-o/a)-fJ(-a/a)

where @ (.) indicates the standardized Gaussian distribution
function. This information on the probability of the combined
load found by this procedure can be used to determine failure
probability in a complete probabilistic structural analysis,
which will be discussed in a later section of the report.
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Since the two different loads are statistically inde–
pendent, an estimate of the design maximum can be obtained
by means of the relation

(30)

wave and
slam

where the extreme value of the separate components is given
by M for the wave load and r~sl m for the slam load. The
slamwload extreme value is foun ~ from the information in
Table 10, using half the value of the bending moment value
since the information in Table 10 is for the peak-to-peak
range.

The COV value for slamming loads alone is discussed
in the preceding section, and it can be estimated to be
about 0.223 when considering the general variability of
the slam loads as well as the effect of extreme value
variability. Since the COV of wave loads is 0.222, the
COV for the combined wave and slam loads can be determined
in a manner similar to the combined wave and springing loads
(another type of dynamic vibration load). The method for
calculating the COV of combined wave and slam loads is
based upon the relation .1

[ I \ 1

/12

Cov (COV); (UL ‘Lt)2+(COVs1am) 2(PLslam ‘Lt)2combined= w
wave and
slamming (32)

when the static loads are assumed here (for simplicity) to be
constant. The mean value of the wave and slam loads separately
are determined by use of the procedures described in the pre-
ceding section of the report, and the mean value tif the com–
bined wave and slam loads is found from Eq. (30) . On the
basis of the above method, the COV value for the combined
wave and slam load will have a value about 0.223.

This conclusion is based upon using the COV value for
slam and whipping loads found from the data presented in
[601, which is only a limited set of values. In fact, the
results obtained in the full-scale measurements in [43]
showed the whipping bending moment of one of the frigates
exceeded the value from Table 10 by about 25%. There may
be other measurements that give values of whipping bending
moments for estimating extreme loads that are also not
consistent with that source (i.e. [601), which will also
increase the uncertainty in estimating loads associated
with slamming. The development of theoretical methods
of prediction of slamming loads by time domain computer
simulation has not proceeded to the point where proper
comparison with data can be made to protiide an adequate
validation of those methods. Thusrthere are still some
remaining issues related to the uncertainties about slam
loads and their influence on combined loads for desiqn use.
The COV value for slamming per se
be larger than the value of 0.223
-1..!.<.-
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tending tc be closer to 0.30, with its influence on the
combined load due to the sum of wave and slam loads leading
to an estimated COV of about 0.25 for that combination.

The discussions in this section on combined loads have
provided some estimate of COV values as well as descriptifin
of methods for determining extrem,e loads for design use.
However, there are still gaps in the present state of know-
ledge concerning various aspects of environmental loads.
This lack of complete information will require more data
to be recorded and analyzed in order to provide a larger
data base than present data provides. In addition, there is
further need for improvement in theoretical calculation
capability for determining the dynamic vibratory loads due
to springing and slamming, as well as the need for valida-
tion of the theories by comparison with test data (both model
and full scale) . In the absence of such complete information,
the present results can still be used as more valid estimates
than have been generally assumed in past studies.



6.0 SHIP HULL STRENGTH ANALYSIS

The structural failure of a ship hull can occur as a
result of various possible mechanisms, and a discussion of
possible failure modes has been given previously. In the
present investigation the emphasis was placed on failure
that could occur due to yielding, plastic collapse, and
instability due to buckling of main elements such as grill-
ages “or their elements. A discussion is given below of these
failure modes and some of the methods used in their evalua-
tion.

One particular mode of failure is that resulting from
yielding of the hull girder due to bending, when the entire
deck or bottom has attained the yield state. In that case~
the initial yield moment is determined in terms of the
elastic section modulus. The expression for this initial
yield bending moment is

(32)

where Z is the elastic section modulus and s is the
materiaf yield stress. Y

Another possible failure mode is that of fully plastic
collapse which assumes that the entire hull cross section
(including the sides) has reached the yield state. In this
case, the material may be treated as elastic–perfectly
plastic, and the loads gradually increase up to collapse.
This ultimate collapse condition was analyzed by Caldwell
[12] and is expressed by

M =2s
P PY

(33)

in terms of the plastic section modulus Z This plastic
section modulus is given in [12] by P“

z (=ADg+2AS ;- g+:
)

2 + AB(D–g)
P

(34)

where

A
.AD

= cross-section area of the deck (including stiffeners)
= total effective area of bottom (including stiffeners)

$
= effective area of one side (including stiffeners)
= depth of midship section

9 = distance from center of deck area to the plastic
neutral axis, which is given by

AB -1-2AS - A
g= D
D 4AS
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In the expressions given aboverit is assumed that no
buckling has occurred, only vertical bending is considered,
and the effects of axial and shear forces are neglected.

When considering -buck”ling instability the major inter-
est is concerned with grillage failure. The modes of grill–
age failure that are envisioned as possibly leading to
ultimate collapse are panel buckling, including column”
flexural buckling and column tripping (coupled flexural
and torsion buckling) , as well as overall grillage failure.
The local failure of plates between stiffeners is also con–
sidered since the plate buckling leads to a reduction of the
plate-stiffener combination strength.

The analysis of plating failure between stiffeners is
an element that is used in further analysis of grillages.
The u.ltiqate compressive load for a plate is based on the
von K~rman concept of a limit to the load carrying capacity
when the edge stress approaches the yield point. The
ultimate moment due to plate failure, denoted as M “
expressed as bp’ 1s

(36)

where

= compressive yield stress of material
‘yc

‘$ = failure stress ratio = average failure stress
yield strength SVC

.-
T.he quantity $ represents the effectiveness of the plating
after buckling, and it is expressed as

(37)

where b
e

= effective width and b is the actual width.

There are a number of different
this $ value for plates which depend
defined by

representations of
upon the parameter @

(38)

where E =
t = plate
effective

the modulus of elasticity of the material and
thickness. A semi-empirical formula for the
width was proposed by Faulkner [68] in the form

b21

e=F-v (39)

An illustration of some of the different expressions for
the effective width ratio according to different formulations,
as shown in [69], is given in Figure 13.
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The analysis of panel buckling considers the flexural
buckling of longitudinal stiffeners together with the
effective plating between transverse frames, which is
treated like a column. The ultimate moment due to panel
buckling failure, denoted as Mbn, is represented by

‘bn = ‘e ‘yc@
(40)

where $ is the average failure stress ratio taking into
account plate effectiveness.

In the panel buckling analysis, the Euler critical stress
is considered close to the failure stress if buckling occurs
in the elastic range. For conditions where the critical
stress exceeds the proportional limit” stress of the material,
the tangent modulus E must be used instead of E in deter-
mining that critical ~tress from the Euler formula. If
data from a compression test diagram are not available, the
quadratic parabola formulation of Bleich [70] may be used
in the form

\

d
s –ss

Et = E c -

)

(41)
‘yc - ‘P ‘P

with s the propor ional iimit of the material.
P

The analysis of tripping, which results from coupled
flexural and torsional buckling, is treated in an approximate
manner in [69] using somewhat similar concepts. The expres-
sion for the ultimate bending moment due to stiffener tripping
failure is similar to that of Eq. (40), with the major re–
quirement being the determination of the proper value of
the quantity $. However, in the practical case for ships,
if adequate anti-tripping brackets are present then that
failure mode will not be a factor determining the hull ulti-
mate strength.

Overall grillage failure involves the buckling of the
entire grillage, including both longitudinal and
stiffeners. The ultimate moment due
is represented by

‘bg
=Zs

~ YC4

where $ in this case is the ratio of

to grillage

the averaqe

transverse
buckling

(42)

failure
stress”to the yield strength STTA. The determi~ation of
the value of @ is the importan~”element for analysis of

failure just as in the case of all of the other



where b /b is the plate effectiveness considered previously
and z is the area ratio of stiffener to plate. The elastic
buckling stress s for grillages under uniaxial compression
is found from thecexpression given in [72]

“2V’BT-
s ‘k+c

(44)
x

where D and D are the grillage flexural rigidities in
the x- ‘and y-y directions; B is the length of the loaded
edge; h is the equivalent thickness of the plate and stif–
feners $$hich is found as the average cross-sectional area
per unit width of effective plating and stiffeners; k is a
constant that depends on the boundary conditions and is found
in [73]. There is a limitation to the use of the expression
for @ in Eq. (43) since no allowance was made for nonlinear
large deformations in its derivation, which only allows its
use for heavily stiffened grillages.

In addition to the consideration of buckling of grill–
ages and grillage components per se described above in terms
of the elastic section modulus, another representation that
considers the influence of buckling on the ultimate bending
moment was also given by Caldwell [12] . In order to include
the effects of bucklingra strength factor denoted by the
quantity 4 is introduced into the analysis of [12], where
the quantity $ is the ratio of the average ultimate stress
to the yield stress. While different values for this strength
factor were considered in the derivation in [12], the assumption
that this factor is the same for both the deck and the sides
can be made. That simplification is based on the assumption
that the sides and deck develop the same average ultimate com-
pressive stress at collapse.

The expression for the ultimate plastic vertical bending
moment with buckling included in this manner is given by

Mu =
{ [

D 92 (1+$)ADg$+2A~ ~ –9+~ 2 1+AB(D–g) } ‘Y
(45)

where

2AS+AB-AD
g=
D 2As (1+$)

(46)

with all of the geometric terms therein defined previously
f E (34) d (35) Thi i d t th
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which is taken from [12] . This figure shows the degree
of reduction of the fully plastic moment as a result of
buckling of the deck and side of the hull. The results
in Figure 14 show that the ratio of this ultimate moment
to the plastic moment can never be less than the value of
the strength factor $, and in most cases the ratio will
exceed the value of $ by a significant degree.

How this representation relates to the other models
of ship strength described in terms of the elastic section
modulus and the various representations of the strength
factor @ in those cases for buckling, as described by
the preceding models for grillage and component buckling,
will determine which mechanism would be the possible cause
of failure for any particular ship. Since there is no
specified expression for the quantity @ in this ultimate
moment given by Eqs. (45) and (46) , the value of $ to be
used with that representation would be the value of $ from
the particular buckling case (from grillage and component
analysis) that results in the smallest $ value.
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6.1 Application to Representative Ships

In order to illustrate the nominal strength of ship
hull structures, as well as establish the prospective gov-
erning mode of failure, calculations are made using the
preceding expressions for 3 representative ships. These
ships are the tanker UNIVERSE IRELAND, the bulk carrier
FOTINI-L, and the containership SL–7 that have been con–
sidered previously in the evaluation of wave loads. Mid–
ship section drawings for these vessels were used in order
to determine the values of various parameters that are
used in the different equations, making use of approxima–
tions involving average “lumped” values of areas, dimensions,
etc. The general procedure followed is that in [69].

The tanker UN”IVERSE IRELAND has the general dimensions

‘BP
= 1082.67 ft., B = 174.87 ft. and D = 104.99 ft. The

areas of deck~ bottom and side are given by ~ = 29.43 ft.2,

‘B
= 36.96 ft.2.and A = 23.27 ft.2 The areas of the ship

section are broken do~n further in terms of average thickness
of plating, number of stiffeners, thickness and depth of
stiffener web, thickness and breadth of stiffener flange,
etc. , where these detailed element considerations are used
in a later section for another type of analysis. An analysis
of the case of buckling for typical unstiffened plate element
in the deck (thickness = ().035m., length = S.ssm., width =
0.88m) showed the critical longitudinal stress to be 0.99s
and for a deck flat bar stiffener (0.4m x 0.035m) that Y’
critical stress was found to be 0.997s .

,

Y

Further analysis of buckling considered flexural
buckling of a longitudinal flat bar stiffener whose section
is shown in Figure 15. The calculated properties of

~o-~8m--
1

1
0.035m

N——
J,

—A ‘T

O.h

.—-. __ - _l

* 03~

Fig. 15 Flat bar stiffener sectitin, UNIVERSE IRELAND

the section I = 1548 in.4, A = 69.4 in-z, neutral axis
(N.A.) at 13.76 in. from tip of web, with the stiffener
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length of 5.35m. (210.58 in.). The analysis of buckling
was based on column formulas. Using a plasticity reduction
factor approach with the quadratic tangent modulus, etc.
results in a critical stress of 0.94s . This ship has no
longitudinal deck girder, and conside~ation was then given
to analysis of tripping, which was analyzed in the same
manner as for the flexural buckling case. In the case of
a flat bar stiffener whose pinned ends are prevented from
twisting, the analysis extended to the inelastic range gave
a critical tripping stress of 0.959s

Y“

For the investigation of overall grillage instability,
the deck flat bar stiffener takes the place of a composite
girder, for which it is assumed that ‘the whole plating is
effective. The expressions used to find the factor $ for this
case are Eqs. (43) and (44). The value of plate effective
width used is the average between the values given by Faulkner
and Timoshenko, as shown in Figure 13, leading to $ = 0.913.

Using this value of @ in the expression for ultimate
strength given by the Caldwell analysis [12] that includes
buckling in a plastic analysis gives a section modulus value
of 651,042 in: – ft. given on the vessel plans.
aayleld stress value s

With
= 15.18 tons/in ? the moment initiating

y~eld is found to be 8~6 x 106ft. - tons, and the governing
case for failure according to the method of [69] for the
UNIVERSE IRELAND is overall grillage instability with $=0.913,
which results in the ultimate load of 7.85 x 106ft.-tons. This
case is the governing mode despite the fact that all of the
plating was considered to be effective in the derivation of
the critical stress. The value given by the analysis of [12],
when considerh@ buckling, leads as expected to a higher
strength value for the ship. With a design load from the
ABS 1982 Rules given by 5.66 x 10~ ft.-tons, there is cer-
tainly an ample safety factor for this ship even when con-
sidering the possible critical failure mode above.

The same type of analysis was carried out for the
FOTINI-L bulk carrier using similar type approximations to
lump different areas, size of stiffeners and plates, etc.
in order to allow an effective analysis of midship section
properties for this vessel. This vessel has dimensions

:BP = 800 ft., B = 106 ft., D = 60 ft., with component areas
= 17.73 ft?, AR = 25.69 ft?, and A = 5.51 ft~. This area

b~eakdown was based upon the top longitudinal bulkhead being
diffused with the side shell; the bottom of the top tanks
being diffused with the deck; the bottom hopper longitudinal
bulkhead diffused with the bottom; and the inner bottom dif–
fused with the bottom. Representative dimensions for thick-
ness, lengths, etc. were also established from the plans
drawing information.

The analysis considered the determination of the fully
plastic collapse moment, with and without buckling considered;
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the moment initiating yield; buckling instability applied
to elements of the hull (deck plate, deck girder web plate,
deck flat bar stiffener analyzed via plate formulas);
panel failure of longitudinal stiffening, considering flex-
ural buckling and tripping applied to flat bar stiffeners
and the longitudinal deck girder; and grillage failure
modes (buckling of a sub-panel with 2 equidistant flat bar
stiffeners and overall grillage in stability) .

The results of this analysis, which followed the pro–
cedures in [69] similar to those applied to the UNIVERSE
IRELAND showed that all of the hull elemental buckling modes
have critical stress in the range of 0.961s - 0.997s . The
overall grillage instability resulted in a ~ritical s~ress
of 0.944s (based upon using the average plate effectiveness
value) soythat this is the critical failure mode. With
the midship elastic section modulus given as 158,556 in? - ft.
the ultimate strength moment is found to be 2.27 x 106ft.-tons.
For this easer the moment initiating yield is 2.41 x 106ft.–tons.

This type of analysis was also carried out for the SL-7
vessel, with dimensions L = 880.5 ft., B = 105.5 ft., and
D = 64 ft. The separate ~~eas of the ship midsection were
determined by diffusing the inner bottom with the bottom;
the second deck was diffused with the deck; and the side of
the box girder parallel to the side shel% was diffused with
the deck. For this ship, the various analyses of buckling of
plate eiements, panel failure including flexural and tripping
modes, etc. all gave critical stresses just about equal to
yield s . The critical failure mode of this ship was found
to be dxe to overall grillage instability, based upon the use
of average plate effectiveness, with the critical stress
being 0.948s . With the elastic section modulus given as
169.,593 in?yft .,the ultimate strength moment is then 2.33x106
ft.-tons for this vessel.

In all of these ships, the analysis of grillage failure
was based upon use of the value of the buckling stress s in
Eq. (LIO) to be the inelastic buckling stress Sc , which i~
related to the elastic buckling stress s i
in Eq. (44) by means of the relation c

s
c.

1 r‘t— =
s

c
r (47)

where E
t

is the tangent modulus relation given by Eq. (41) .
This re ation is necessary since the use of the elastic
buckling stress is not appropriate for the low slenderness
ratios of the plating for these ships. The UNIgERSE IRELAND
has the larg st value of the slenderness ratio – of these

Eships, viz. E’– = 25, for which the quantity ~ de ~ned in
Eq. (38) is less than 1.0 for mild steel, with the other
ships being even smaller values. In this range,the plating
strength is large, with the average stress almost being
the yield stress (see Fig. 59 of [74]) . Furthermore, the
results of [14] for nearly perfect plates (small residual
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stress and initial deformation) with this range of slender–
ness ratio show that failure would not occur until the
average strain is well beyond yield strain. The range of
values where .E<l is generally the region where the relation
in Eq. (39) is limited and the plate effective width ratio
is considered to be 1.0, based upon the data used to establish
that relationship [68].

It would thus appear from these results that the
critical failure mode for these ships is quite close to
the yield condition, as indicated by the values of the
strength factor @ found in this type of analysis. The
resulting consequences of this fact on the main contrib-
uting uncertainties in ship strength will be considered in
the next section.
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7.0 ANALYSIS OF UNCERTAINTY OF SHIP STRENGTH

The uncertainties associated with variation in
material properties, dimensions of structural elements,
corrosion, etc. are among the objective uncertainties
that can be determined from an established representation
of the ship strength. The strength S (or the ultimate
bending moment) is represented as a function of the
various parameters u, in the form

1 ,.

s = f(al,az, . . . .Un) (48)

from which the mean and variance are determined. This
function is expanded in a Taylor series about the mean
values of the constituent a. terms, and only linear terms
are retained within the context of this linear error theory.
On this basisrthe mean value v and the variance 62 are
determined in terms of the mea~s and variances of ~he
individual parameters, as shown by

(50)

where ~i and D2 are the mean and variance of the variables
a:

that determike the ship strength, with the partial
&ivatives evaluated at the mean value ~. . The expression
in Eq- (50) applies when the ~. parameter~ are independent.
The coefficients of variation ~COV) are then expressed as

‘~= (fi~=~~ (~~~’:i (51)

in terms of the coefficient of variation of the a. , denoted
as 6 1

a..
1
The procedure described above is the basis for deter–

mining the COV values for the different possible modes of
ship structural failure described previously. Illustrations
of the application of this type of analysis to representa–
tive models of ship structural strength have been given in
[10] and [23] to determine the objective uncertainties. An
example that was treated in both [10] and [23] is discussed
here, viz. the determination of the strength COV for the
failure mode due to initial yield moment. With the strength
model given by Eq. (32), which is repeated below as

S=zs
e Y

(52)

where Z is the conventional elastic section modulus and
s is tfie material tensile yield stress, the application of
t~e procedure of Eqs. (48) - (51) leads to
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(53)

The determination of the section modulus COV depends
upon the mathematical model used for its representation.
A simplified model for a symmetric section was used in
[1OI, while a more detailed model was established in [23]
in terms of the lengths and thicknesses of webs and flanges
in different parts of the section structure (deckrbottom,
side) , number of stiffeners in different parts of the section,
etc. A detailed examination of the representation used
in [23] for the UNIVERSE IRELAND showed that the assumption
was made in [23] that the deck and bottom areas were equal,
which is not true in general, and neikher are the dimensions
of the stiffeners equal in those two regions. A more
appropriate model for the elastic section modulus was given
in the discussion by Evans of [12] , with that expression
given by

Ze = ADg + 2A (~ -D+g)+A (D-g) z
s 3g B g

where

(54)

(55)

which also reduces to the value given in [23] where AB=AD.
Each of the areas is represented in terms of appropriate
dimensions of plating and also for the webs and flanges of
the stiffeners in the different regions, etc. The extent
of detail used for these geometric quantities determines
the algebraic complexity of the resulting expression for
the COV of the elastic section modulus, but the basic
principles are the same for any case.

When considering the cases corresponding to failure
arising as a result of buckling, the model used to repre-
sent the strength is given in accordance with [60] by

s =Zs
e Yc

$ (56)

where s is the compressive yield stress of the material
Yc

and $ is the failure stress ratio or strength factor. It
is this factor ~ which differs for each buckling failure
mode, and it is” thereforetthe most critical @lem@nt to
determine (together with its uncertainty) when considering
these failure modes. The expression for the COV of the
strength in these cases is then

(57)

where 6~ is the COV for the quantity $.
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The COV values for elastic section modulus can be
determined in terms of the variability in dimensions as
discussed above, and the variability in the yield stress
can be found from data on material properties. Since the
quantity $ reflects average conditions, and it functions
as a factor reflecting distributed effects throughout an
element or larger component of the ship structure (e.g.
grillage) , the mathematical representation is understood
to be an approximation to a relatively complex effect. The
various expressions for this factor $ given previously
in this report, in [10] , [69] , and other cited references
are to be viewed in this manner. It can be expected,
howeveti, that for values of ~ in the range 0.90 - 1.0 the
representations used would have greater validity since the
departure from a pure yielding condition for the ultimate
strength is not large for such cases. Thus, significant
nonlinear deformations, plasticity effects, etc. would
not be manifesting themselves and,hence,this simplified model
would be expected to have greater validity. Since the range
of @ values for the 3 representative ships considered here
have values in that range, these vessels are in that cate–
gory.

From the point of view of failure due to buckling,
these ships would not appear to have a significant depend–
ence on the @ value, with their ultimate strength being
close to that associated with yield strength as would be
expected by the low ~ values, results indicated in [74] ,
etc. Since the ~ values are approximate average measures
insofar as these values per se are concerned, there is
then a question concerning the validity of their variability
when determined using the approximate formulas that have
been established for the various failure modes (as described
above) . This feature should be recognized as an inherent
property of any approximate representation unless there
is additional proof that the gradients, i.e. derivatives
with respect to the pertinent parameters, are also valid
representations.

The more recent simplified mathematical models used
to represent the ship strength, from which uncertainties
in the form of COV values are determined, are generally
represented by the work in [10] . A close examination of
[10] shows that some of the models are also represented
in [69], while the original representation in [101 and [691
can really be traced back to results given in [71] and
[751 . Those models were established on the basis of
limited data, making use of representations involving
the elastic modulus in the form of the tangent modulus
representation, as well as other expressions appropriate
in the elastic range. In addition,other expressions
that represent the effect of residual stresses in an
analytic formulation are also presented in [10] based
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upon the same origin for such expressions, viz. the un–
published work of Faulkner in [71] and [75].

The data used for establishing these relationships
Were Limitedin” their ‘appl.itiability, and the resulting ana-
lytic functions also exhibit rather unusual behavior.
Particular examples are shown in [10] which involve
numerical evaluation at a selected location along the
stress–strain diagram in the representation of the tangent
modulus using the parabolic model given in Eq. (41) .
The choice of the particular location at which this
coefficient is found can result in large changes in
values for the COV of the tangent modulus, which is de–
pendent on the variability of the yield strength as
well, according to the formulations in [10] . Furthermore,
there is a “singularity” for the value 6=0.5, resulting
in extremely large magnitudes since the denominator rapidly
approaches zero in some of the expressions given for
the uncertainties of the various ~- factors. This would
provide an extremely large value generally for the COV
of the $- factors, although for 6 values <1 there is
only a small degree of dependence of ship strength on
buckling phenomena which are represented by the quantity
$. In fact, for the SL-7 vessel, the numerical value of
!3for a typical plate panel is close to 0.5.

It would thus appear that the mathematical models
given in [101, which have their origin in earlier work,
may not be applicable to a large range of ships of prac-
tical interest when considering the class of merchant
ships that has been examined herein. Most of the data
probably arose in the course of analysis of lightly build
ships such as naval warships, rather than the heavily
built structural configurations represented by the merchant
vessels that have been considered here. In view of this
situation, it would appear that the use of simplified mathe-
matical models such as those in [10] to represent the
ship strength may have limited utility when considering
the uncertainties associated with buckling phenomena as

a Possible cause of ultimate failure of the ship hull girder.
At least this would appear to be the case with the use
of the formulas used herein which provide values of $ close
to 1.0, thereby indicating only small effects due to
buckling.

If further data were obtained which would allow
establishment of a simplified analytical formulation that
would be valid in intermediate ranges of $ wherein
buckling effects would be predominant, then the direct pro-
cedures of uncertainty analysis by means of truncated
li,near error theory would have a greater prospect of
utility. However, in view of the lack of any simplified
models (in explicit form) appropriate to a large range
of ship structural configurations, another approach should
be considered for possible implementation to determine
objective uncertainties of realistic ship structures. A
description of this proposed approach is given below.
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7.1 Sugg ested Procedure for Calculating Objective Uncertainties

An advanced computational procedure for determining
the ultimate strength of a ship hull from the point of
view of compressive failure is given by the work of Smith
[14] . The particular analysis is based upon a finite-
element approach which also allows consideration of
residual stresses and initial deformations. The method
of analysis is a linearized incremental finite-element
process wherein loads (or displacements) are applied
incrementally, combined with iteration operations to
achieve equilibrium convergence. The assumptions within
the procedure are that the vertical curvature of the hull
occurs incrementally, with corresponding incremental
element strains calculated assuming that plane sections
remain plane and that bending occurs about the instan-
taneous elastic neutral axis of the cross section. The
element incremental stresses are derived from the incre–
mental strains using the slopes of the stress-strain
curves derived from the analysis applied to stiffened
panels under both tensile and compressive loads. These
element stresses are integrated over the cross--section
in order to obtain bending moment increments, with the
incremental curvatures and bending moments then summed
to provide cumulative values. The moment–curvature
relations are then used to evaluate the ultimate longi–
tudinal strength of the hull.

Within the analysis in [14], special treatments are
made. For cases where the stress in any fiber of an
element exceeds the yield stress, the fiber is assumed
to contribute no stiffness in the next incremental step,
assuming that an elastic-perfectly plastic material
stress–strain curve is present. The stiffness for the
complete frame is modified in this manner before the
next incremental solution step. Allowance is made for
elastic unloading of yielding fibers so that the fiber is
assumed to recover its elastic section properties in a
following incremental step after elastic unloading of
the yielded fiber in the preceding increment. The loss
of stiffness due to local plate buckling is included when
analyzing a cross section that includes such a plating
element. The characteristics of such unstiffened plating
are represented in the form of load-shortening curves,
as shown in the curves of Figure 16 for square plates
(which can also be used for rectangular plates as well),
which have been derived from the theory of [14] . These
curves also illustrate the effects of initial distortion
and residual stresses.

The analytical method was applied in [14] to a
representative midship section of a destroyer hull, with
each stiffened panel treated as a beam-column made up
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of a representative stiffener with an attached plating
strip. The effects of adjacent frames was included,
with calculated results for different cases representing
variations in plate slenderness, column slenderness, and
frame spacing found for each stiffened panel as a means
of representing the changes in the stress-strain relation–
ship. This procedure was then extended to the entire
hull cross section to determine the ultimate strength
(bending moment limit) for five different cases for the
entire hull girder.

While the analysis in [14] was applied to static
loads, an extension has been made in [76] to dynamic
loads represented as impulses. In addition to that
analysis, the basic theory of [14] was correlated with
experimental data on welded steel box-girder models with
satisfactory agreement exhibited.

In view of the utility of this theory, it would
appear to represent a useful method for determining ship
ultimate strength by calculation. However, the method in
[14] also requires extensive computational effort, so
that applying such a procedure to obtain results for a
large set of parametric variations in ship section properties
would not be practical. Other procedures that are som-
what similar in nature, although simplified in form, have
been established by Billingsley [15] and Adamchak [77],
with associated computer programs. The program by Adamchak,
known as ULTSTR, can be used to estimate the collapse
moment of a ship hull under longitudinal bending. A
solution can be achieved in about 10 sec. computer time
on a CDC 6000 Series digital computer when analyzing a
representative naval ship section.

Since the ULTSTR program (or possibly also the
program developed by Billingsley [15]] can provide values
of the collapse moment or ultimate strength of a ship
with small computational effort, it can be used effectively
and efficiently to determine the changes in strength
associated with variations in parameters characterizing
the ship section. The particular procedure envisioned for
use of such a program involves parametric changes in
quantities such as the material yield strength, dimensions
of the plate and stiffener elements, etc., with the ultimate
strength determined in each case. The parametric variation
results allow simple linear (or possibly higher order curve
fit) determination of changes in ship strength associated
with such changes in basic parameters. That information,
according to the procedures shown by Eqs. (48)-(51) , will
allow determination of the COV values for the objective
uncertainties of ship strength. This procedure, making
use of advances in computational methods for more valid
analysis of physical phenomena with reduced time and cost,
is proposed in view of the limited experimental data
available for determining the uncertainties associated
with ship strength.
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In addition to the direct use of a simplified
program (e.g. ULTSTR) as described above for determining
the ship strength as well as its variability, this com-
putational procedure can also be applied to establish
the range of validity of simplified analytic expressions
for evaluating ship strength, e.g. as represented by the,$
factors described previously. Since the development of
the expressions for @ in the preceding section was based
upon data obtained in investigations related to more
lightly build ship structures such as naval warships, the
results from the simplified finite-element procedure can
be used to corroborate and/or correlate the analytical
models for that range of structural configuration. Other
possible simplified analytical models that have applica–
bility to some of the intermediate range conditions between
heavily built merchant ships and warships can possibly be
structured on the basis of the results determined from the
use of the computer program described above. Thus, a com–
bined analytical and computational procedure can be used
as a means of establishing more valid analytical represent-
ations of a simpler nature, so that it will then be possible
for designers that do not have access and/or experience with
such a computer program to estimate ship strength and its
variability by use of simplified analytical expressions.
How well this possible use of the program will function in
actual cases cannot be forecast, but it appears to be a use–
ful procedure that could provide a useful adjunct method of
determining ultimate strength for an important class of ships.

7.2 Data for Determining Objective Uncertainties

The preceding analysis, as well as the results of
many other studies of ship strength uncertainties,
indicates that the major contribution toward the ob–
jective uncertainties (which can be calculated from
mathematical formulas or other numerical analyses) is
primarily dependent upon the variability in material
properties and basic dimensions of structural elements.
With regard to material properties the most significant
parameters are the variability of the yield strength and
the modulus of elasticity. Data for yield strength
variability are presented in [10] , [23] , and [24] as
examples together with some information also on the
elastic modulus. The results of all
can be summarized by the information
values of these quantities, with the

QUANTITY

Yield strength s
Y

Modulus of elasticity E

of these references
below for the COV
value range given by:

COVE RANGE (%)

6 - 8

1-2

In addition to the use of ordinary steel used for ship
construction, it is also possible for some applications to
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make use of new materials. Particular examples are high-
strength steels, low-temperature alloys, materials with
extraordinary high toughness, etc., which might be applied
to special types of vessels. For such cases, the numerical
values of variability of the material properties (yield
strength and modulus of elasticity) must be determined
from special tests on the basic materials. The COV range
is then determined from the test data, and that tabulated
i~formation can then be used in studies of probabilistic
design for specific cases using such materials. No partic–
ular values of such material variability measures are
provided here.

A review of the p.siblished data for variability of
dimensions shows that the variation in the beam and
depth of conventional ship overall dimensions has a COV
that is less than 0.2%. Thus, this variability can
generally be considered as negligible for use in deter–
mining strength uncertainties. The major dimensional
variations that influence strength uncertainty are varia-
tions in length and breadth of plate and stiffener
elements (web and flange) as well as the thickness of
the various elements. Information for determining the
COV values for uncertainties in such breadth and length
dimensions for plates and stiffeners is presented in [23],
where the primary source of data is the Japanese Ship-
building Quality Standards. The uncertainty in thickness
is the more significant variable affecting uncertainty,
with values available when neglecting the corrosion
allowance (treated separately below) . The general plate
thickness COV can range up to 4% for use in uncertainty
analysis, with the value decreasing with increase in the
actual plate thickness. Values listed in [24] range from
a COV = 3.6s for 0.25.in. -thick plates down to a COV of 0.7%
for a 2-in.. thick plate.

When considering plate thickness, some allowance should
be made for the effects of corrosion, which is a measure
of the general reduction of thickness for the material,
where this variability is actually a function of time.
A method of treatment of the effects of corrosion which
does not consider the time variability is given in [10],
where the thickness of the material is represented in the
form

t = to - tc (58)

where to is the initial thickness and t is the corrosion
allowance. According to the procedurescfor determining
the COV by means of the relationships in Eqs. (48)-(51) ,
the thickness COV is represented by

()

“.2

6; =6;.+> 62
tc (5~y

o



where.-

6to=

6t =
c

Although the
to which strength
upon the location

COV of plate thickness due to production
tolerances

COV of corrosion

corrosion rate will vary in accordance
member is considered and also depending
in the ship, an approximate approach can

be used to establish a single value-for the corrosion
allowance for the entire vessel. The data shown in [10]
aretaken from other data sources as well, where average
rates of corrosion of structural steel for representative
ship regions arepresented in the form of roils per year.
A more recent source of data is given in [31], which
summarizes the mean corrosion rate for different types
of ships, covering a total of 519 ships analyzed in
Japan. The average corrosion rate is given as O.10mm
per year, and the average value of the standard deviation
is given as 0.08. This information can then lead to
a value of the COV dt = 0.8 from bhesedata. Other infor–

mation obtained from 731] shows that the general magni-
tude of the ratio (t /t) can be interpreted as having
a value of 0.10 (as ~entioned in [10]) , which can then
be correlated with the information for reduction in
strength for ships as shown in Figure 17 (obtained from
[31]). This variation can be considered applicable to
larger ships, as shown in Figure 17, with an even larger
reduction of strength represented by a larger ratio of
(tC/t) than 0.10 for smaller vessels. On the basis of
the above value for the COV due to thicknessl variability
can then be expressed by

~+ = 6; + (.08)2 (60)
o

where the COV for the thickness variability ~t lies

anywhere between 0.7% and 4%, depending upon i~itial
thickness.
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8.0 SUBJECTIVE UNCERTAINTIES IN SHIP STRENGTH

As mentioned previously, the various uncertainties
that affect ship strength are categorized into those that
are denoted as objective and those that are subjective.
The objective errors are those that can be measured in
principle, and that arise from variability in the basic
dimensions as well as the material and fabrication prop-
erties of the structure. The effects of objective errors
are usually assessed by the use of truncated linear error
theory applied to representative mathematical models, as
illustrated in the previous section. The largest component
contributing to the total objective uncertainty frequently
arises from the uncertainties of yield strength.

The subjective uncertainties are associated with the
lack of perfect kno-wledge, which is generally attributed to
uncertain boundary and loading conditions. In addition,
the literature also considers the effect of small shape
imperfections to be a subjective uncertainty. However,
these small shape imperfections tail be treated objectively
in accordance ‘with more recent developments, as shown in
Figure 16 and described in [141, with adequate knowledge
of~he measured range of such imperfections. In many cases,
it has pro-ven impossible to either measure or account for
these boundary and loading factors in a satisfactory manner
in mathematical strength formulations for design use, or
to control the imperfection factors sufficiently in the
manufacturing stage. Since the occurrence of such effects
is essentially random, that is the basis for analysis of
these effects in regard to determining the total uncertainty
for ship strength. Often the amount of data is alsa in–
adequate to allow proper assessment of such effects. Obtain–
ing additional data would not necessarily reduce the magni-
tude of these uncertainties, although the confidence levels
associated with the values would thereby reduce and thus im-
prove the basic estimates. Ifi adilition~a better and more
complete mathematical description of all of the above
phenomena would certainly reduce the uncertainty. Since
the scatter in the various results for strength is re–
garded as unexplained and subjective, estimating the value
of these subjective uncertainties requires a good degree
of professional judgment and experience.

It is possible to use some available test data which
allow estimating the COV values for such ui~certainties
that tail then be used in reliability studies for ship
s-kructural design. The use of the data for subjective ur,-
certainties in .determinirlq the total random uricertaiiltv—,
in strength is applied by-
sum of the squares of the
tainties, as shown by the

~ = ~d~ + Al

means of the square root of ~he
s-ubjective and objective uncer–
r~lation

(61)
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where 6 is the objecti-ve COV, A is the subjective COV, and
Q is the COV of the total uncertainty. This res~lt is obtained
on the basis that the two types of uncettaitity are indeper,detit
random variables that are uncorrelated. A general description
of these procedures is given in many references sources, e.g.
[9], and [10], etc. One of the important considerations for
use of published values is to recognize that lightly framed
structures generally have higher COV v-alues for subjective
uncertaii~ties as com,pared to mGre heavily built structures.

Previous discussions about uncertainties in ship
structures have considered the possibility of ‘using
advanced finite-element and finite–difference anaiyses
that can accurately model many of the difficult i~onlinear
factors characterizing ship structural strength. The
effects of different types of imperfections and distortions
as well as weld-induced residual stresses also play a sig–
nificant role in failure of structural elements. some of
these factors can be included in the advanced computer
analyses that are capable of handling nonlinear geometrical
and material behavior for a ‘wide range of structural geom-
etries. The results of such analyses using these numerical
programs can then be correlated with fabrication and test
information (whenever possible) so that adequate validation
can be established. This iilcreased effectiven~ss of m~th~-
matical modeling can then be used as a meal-,sof assessing
the influei~ce of the different types of subjective uncertain-
ties due to” initial distortions and residual stresses, thereby
possibly reducing their degree of subjectivity and allowing
a more objective determination of uncertainty.

Among the significant contributors to the subjective
UnC@rtaiilki~S are irlperfe~ti~ns SIICh as those due tG

initial deformations and residual stresses caused by
welding and cold forming. Both GI these types of imper-
fections influence the strength and stiffr.ess of stiffer!ed
panels that are used in ship structures. The magnitude of
GUt-Of–plaile distortions has been found to be proportional
to 62, where 6 is the plate slenderness parameter. TjieSS
distortions} relative to the thickness of platingl range
typically from 0.05 Bz to 0.15 132,wi-bh values up to
0.4 82 found in heavily welded plating. Measurements of
weld-induced residual stresses range from C.1 - 0.25s..,
and in some cases they have been found to reach as y
high as 0.5s .

Y

The effect ef initial deformation generally reduces
the compressive strength of a plate. It also changes the
form of failure from a sudden event, which is followed by
a sharp drop in load, to a more gradual process with less
severe pGst-collapse load reduction. I The weld-induced
residual stresses also generally cause a reduction in
compressive strength. In addition) the residual stress
also results ili pre–cGllapse loss of plate stiffness
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caused by premature yielding. A number cf different
references support all of these findings, with a general
summary of the effects of these imperfections given in [78] .

Each of the two imperfections considered here, viz.
initial deformations and residual stresses, cause a loss
in strength in stiffened plating of ships. However, the
effects of each one of these imperfections which occur in
isolation are not directly additive, i.e., the influence
of initial distortion is reduced in the presence of residual
stress, and that of residual stress is reduced in the presence
of initial distortion. Tn addition} residual stress effects
appear to be less severe in practice than what is predicted,
possibly as a result of “shake-out” resulting from the actual
facricatiion procedures as well as the cyclic type of loading
that is experienced in sea service.

There are various rules that have been established
regarding design tolerances for ships by different class-
ification societies. Howevert these rules do not specify
tolerances for flat stiffened panels. There are some rules
and procedures that have been established for offshore
structures that deal with design tolerances for such panels,
and in addition there are specifications for tolerances such
as the Japanese Shipbuilding Quality Standard as well as the
British Standard for steel box–girder bridges. As far as
the use of such information is concerned for application in
the present study, the most suitable summary of the state
of the art regarding these imperfections is given by a quote
from the conclusions of [78], viz. “The treatment of imper–
fection effects and tolerances in present design rules for
ships and offshore structures is generally incomplete and
inconsistent and clearly has not yet been established on a
sound statistical basis.”

One of the influences on the strength model representation
is the effect of workmanship and the extent of deviation from
tolerances during the construction phase. Associated with such
aspects of workmanship is the extent of prescribed inspection
and the standards of acceptance of ship construction features,
which are usually considered by the ship classification society
surveyor present during the construction activity. The partic–
ular quality control standards for workmanship (also applied
to inspection and acceptance) include consideration of the
departure from tolerance level values of geometrical variables,
imperfections, alignment, unfairness of plating, etc.

A comparison was made by an ISSC Committee of existing
ship production tolerances and quality standards, in differ-
ent countries, and the results reported in [79] . It was
found that among the 15 production items considered, the
various tolerance levels were approximately the same in
different national standards for items that were determined
from theoretical guidelines such as fillet weld gap, butt
and overlapping weld gap. However, items determined from
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experience or fabrication practice, such as plate unfairness
are not consistent in their values from country to country,
as well as between shipyards in the same country.

The acceptance of any ship structure for purposes of
classification is the responsibility of the local classifi-
cation society surveyor in the shipyard, as mentioned pre-
viously. The level of tolerance acceptability should be
based upon certain criteria regarding strength alteration
and/or contribution toward a significant change in the
estimated failure probability. Such assessments lie beyond
the general capability of a local shipyard surveyor, but
some efforts by particular ship classification societies
are being directed towards establishing acceptable ship
construction tolerance levels by means of reliability
analysis, as described below.

While there is no definite established procedure to
determine the effects of variability in imperfections of
ship structures (e.g. due to tolerances, workmanship, quality
control, etc.), some attempts have been made to assess this
influence in the context of reliability analysis. A particular
approach is that in [80], which represents a method considered
by a ship classification society to apply a reliability
analysis as a means of assisting in the appraisal of quality
control standards. The specific application in [80] only
considered a plate panel, with concern directed toward the
structural capability (with a fixed load input) as a function
of changes in material properties, geometry and distortions
(represented by different tolerance levels, which is the major
item of interest here) .

It- is necessary in this analysis to have knowledge of
the probability distribution of the variabilities of these
different items in order to carry out such ananalysis. The
method of determining the structural strength by analytical
me’ans must also be sufficiently accurate, with limited com–
mutational complexity, cost, etc. Furthermore, the results
of such an analysis must also correlate well with service
organizations having sufficient information to allow such a
comparison and point to areas where greater control of tol-
erances and other imperfections would have the greatest
benefit. The basic methodology of [80] can be applied to
help determine permissible tolerances, after further exten–
sion of the approach to more complex structural arrangements.
The use of simplified structural models such as that in [77],
which has been discussed previously for use in assessing other
aspects of uncertainty, would be a possible tool that could be
applied in that type of analysis.

In view of the above status of considering imp.erfec–
tions, the question arises as to how to treat this problem
in the context of the present study. Any statistical
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collection of data on initial distortions will deal with
plating of as-built ships. These properties will change
significantly due to the events associated with docking,
berthing, cargo loading, etc. which are part of the actual
operational scenario of a ship in service. AS mentioned
above, the effects of residual stress also reduce as a con-
sequence of shake–out associated with operational use. The
only feasible procedure at this time to account for these
effects would appear to be to include them within the entire
characterization of subjective uncertainties that are esti–
mated for ship strength associated with different failure modes.

An approach to estimate the subjective uncertainty
associated with initial distortions and residual stresses was
made by Ang [81], who used the results obtained for the load
shortening curves of plates (shown in Figure 16) found in [14] .
In that case, the range of values for the buckling stress,
relative to the calculated strength for a near-perfect plate,
was from 0.75 – 1.0, with a mean value of 0.92 (corresponding
to a bias value) and an associated dispersive COV of 0.064.

Other errors considered in [81] included an assessment
of the influence of different panel boundary conditions as
well as the assumed effect of certain regions of the section
that could resist buckling (known as “hard corners” in [14]) .
The work of Smith [14] was used, for the five cases assumed
for the illustrative calculations of a destroyer midship
section, to relate the theoretical strength factors in [81]
in order to establish the mean value and COV for the cal-
culated ship collapse strength due to interframe flexural
buckling. Different values were found for the two different
frame spacings considered in [14]F with COV values of 0.06
and 0.12 for the two spacings (the larger COV value for the
larger spacing) .

The above results were obtained in [81] by the analysis
of a limited set of theoretical results presented in [14] ,
with relatively gross estimation procedures applied to the
end results of the calculation in [14] . While such estim-
ates are useful, they only represent analysis of a limited
set of calculated results that exhibit the variability
associated with different degrees of imperfections, boundary
condition and physical assumption changes, etc. for a single
type of structure, viz. naval vessels which are generally
lightly framed ship structures. Other sources of informa–
tion about subjective uncertainties are found from available
experimental data, where generally the scatter (reflected in
COV values) is greater for unstiffened structures than for
stiffened structures.

Considering the case of longitudinally stiffened plates,
the suggested COV value for strut strength is about 6-7%
based upon the data in [9] and [82]. l?or tripping strength~.
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therea.re insufficient data available, but the COV is
expected to be somewhat larger, of the order of 8-9%. In
the case of grillage strength, the subjective COV value,
as indicated by the data in [26] and the values given in
[9], is in the range of 8-10%. All of these values are
appropriate to lightly framed structures having been
established and applied to problems of naval warships
primarily. For the case of more sturdy ships such as
tankers, the COV values are expected to be about up to
2% less. This same point of view is present in the earlier
work such as [9], but only the larger values appropriate
to the lighter built ships have been quoted in subsequent
published literature (e.g. as in [23]).

Another suggested approach for determining subjective
uncertainties is via use of calculated results, similar
to the analysis in [81] but using a larger set of calculated
results. This approach would make use of advanced numerical
computer programs such as the ULTSTR program [77] or others
that evolve from approaches similar to [14] (but simplified
to allow rapid calculation ability) in order to assess the
effects of initial imperfections (distortions and residual
stresses) as well as assumptions as to boundary conditions,
behavior of ends and corners, etc. The variability in
the results for the ship collapse strength due to changes
in these initial and boundary conditions will reflect the
subjective uncertainties as determined by the computer
analyses, just as the objective uncertainties are found
from the slopes of the variation of strength with changes
in material properties and dimensions (described in the
preceding section). Thusl future progress in determining
a more rational set of values for both subjective and objec-
tive uncertainties will depend upon the use of computation–
ally efficient advanced numerical codes that are now becoming
available for analysis of ship sections in a more complete
manner than previous models.
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9.0 SPECTAL CASES - LOADS AND STRENGTH

Among the various effects that influence ship structural
failure, considering both loads and strength characteristics,
are special situations of a more unusual nature than the
various elements previously discussed. In the case of loadsl
these special cases include collision and grounding where
the loads are difficult to estimate and the occurrence is
relatively rare. As a general rule, for use in a reliabil–
ity–type analysis, the loads due to collision and grounding
are not considered in a general “global” analysis but they
are usually treated in a deterministic fashion.

The emphasis in considering collision and grounding is
initially on load estimation, from which some means of pro-
tection via structural design of critical regions of the
ship can be established (see [83] for a literature survey
of protection or resistance against such loads) . Such
effects are considered to be important for particular
vessels such as nuclear powered ships (due to possible
radioactive contamination that may result) as well as
tankers, LNG ships, and chemical carriers with hazardous
and/or polluting cargoes. In addition, a number of other
situations involving bridges, offshore oil storage facil-
ities supply ships and offshore platforms, etc. require
some consideration of possible collision effects.

The structural arrangements considered for different
ships as a means of collision protection involve modifica-
tions such as additional decks to absorb th~ enerby during
a collision. Other type energy–absorption methods have
been considered, including honeycomb structures. In
addition, some ideas concerning purely resistant structures
(which are sufficiently strong to resist the collision im-
pact without much energy absorption) have been proposed,
as well as hybrid schemes for ship structures that combine
the features of absorption (for minor collisions) and re-
sistance (for major collisions) .

For the case of grounding, ships are designed with double
bottoms to withstand flooding in the event of an accidental
grounding. The concern with pollution due to various types
of hazardous cargo has also influenced the need for double
bottom designs. Such a design requires consideration of its
influence on the midship setition structural arrangement. How–
everl much less work has been devoted to the problem of estim–
sting the local structural damage of grounded shipsr as com–
pared to the case of collisions.

While estimates of the occurrence of collisions and
grounding of ships have been made on a probabilistic basis,
including available statistical data, the magnitude of
structural damage that results has not been quantified in
the same manner for use in a reliability analysis. Thu S/ 110
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direct application toward assessment of uncertainty measures
can be made for either loads or strength variability when
considering these accidental events.

Among the features of structural examination that in-
fluence ship strength (and reliability) are the frequency
of surveys by classification societies and the maintenance
schedule. These factors refer to actions when the ship is
in operating se~vice. The ordinary practice of classifica-
tion societies involves a time interval of 4 years between
special surveys.. This type of survey can usually detect
any changes in ship structure due to directly observed damage
(e.g. crack, deformation or corrosion wastage), which should
be repaired. In addition to repairs made following periodic
surveys, repairs following mechanical damage associated with
operation, fatigue cracks and fracture-induced cracks, etc.
require different degrees of responsiveness in providing re-
pair and/or replacement of affected structural members.

According to the results shown in [31]r the cumulative
probability of a damage occurrence is about 20% for the 4
year period between surveys. The type of damage considered
here includes small effects such as cracks and dents which
do not necessarily lead to ultimate failure. Only the num–
ber of damages over a group of ships is considered in such
an analysis, without any consideration of the degree of im-
portance of the damage, its location and/or extent, etc.
A1l of the information obtained as a result of ship surveysl
the accumulation of damage statistics and related analysis
by classification societies, etc. has been fed back (via
classification society rules and recommendations) into the
design of ships in order to overcome some of the problems
and/or damage discovered over a period of time. However,
no specific quantitative identification of the effect of
such surveys and/or maintenance schedules on uncertainties
for use in a reliability analysis via probabilistic methods
has been established.

The treatment used in probabilistic design and reliabil–
ity analysis considers time-dependent loads to be treated as
static values corresponding to extreme conditions. The only
concept involving time-dependent effects considered here has
been that due to corrosion, and that is treated in a special
manner that also reduces it to an effective stationary value.
However, other physical effects may introduce consideration
of time variation, such as the possible dynamic enhancement
of yield strength as a function of the speed of loading (such
as occurs in slamming) .

That particular problem of yield stress variation has
been considered in the analysis in [76]. Since the strain
rates associated with whipping in the cases illustrated in
[76] were too low, there would not be any expectation of any
significant increase in yield strength for the cases of
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frigates analyzed in [76]. The Gnly conditions where such
an effect would be meaningful would be at the higher modes
of vibration of short ships, which is not a problem of in–
terest here. The important effect which acts to limit the
deformation of a ship structure during impulsive loading
due to slamming is the inertia of the structure, which can
be a~counted for in any analysis.

Another type of error or uncertainty arises due to
blunders or gross errors. These are defined as a major
or fundamental mistake of some aspect of planning, design,
analysis, construction, inspection, or in use or mainten–
ante of a structure. This type of error arises due to some
degree of negligence, or as a result of circumstances
leading to a mode of behavior for which the structure was
not originally designed. In some cases, errors arise in
the calculation of design loads or the load-carrying capac-
ity, or because of weaknesses introduced during construction,
which make up the primary type of gross errors. The other
type of errors leading to failure occur mainly due to a lack
of knowledge, including basic ignorance within the engineering
profession due to the present state of the art and knowledge
in a particular field.

‘flanyof these gross errors arise from human errors, and
they also play an important part as the cause of many acci-
dents. A particular example in the area of ship operation
will include improper cargo loading of a ship, operation in
heavy weather at inappropriate speeds, headings, etc., which
can lead to failure due to exceeding prudent operational
conditions.

A gross error or blunder should not be considered as
part of the extreme value in the “tail” of the probability
distribution that models a particular random variable, but
it is a discrete event that radically alters the failure
probability by changing the models that are applicable to
describe the different phenomena. AS a result~ such errors
cannot be treated in a formal manner within the present
context of probabilistic design, and no numerical repre-
sentation of uncertainty can be assigned for use in that
type of analysis.
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10.O APPLICATION TO RELIABILITY EVALUATION

The results obtained in the preceding sections pro–
vide information on uncertainties in both ship loads and
structural strength. This information can be applied in
different ways to assess the reliability (or probability
of failure) of a ship during its operation. With the
uncertainties expressed in the form of COV values, together
with procedures to establish mean values of loading and
strength, the approach based on the safety index concept
(defined in Eq. (5))is the most direct way of using the
present information.

Another related method of analysis involves the use
of partial safety factors in terms of characteristic values
as described in [17] and [10], which also makes use of the
COV values together with chosen values of factors that are
selected on the basis of an assumed probability level for
an assumed type of distribution (for both load and strength) .
The more advanced method of reliability analysis is the
complete probabilistic approach which requires full knowledge
of the probability characteristics of both the loads and the
strength, including all parameter values associated with
those probability functions. This procedure is illustrated
briefly in Eqs. (1)–(4).

While the more advanced full probabilistic approach
cannot be applied using the information in the present
report, since complete probability information is not
available, some limited application of probabilistic
analysis can be made with particular aspects of the
information contained herein as a means of illustration
of the basic procedure. That specialized application
is for the case of combined wave–induced and slam bending
moments, which was analyzed in an earlier section. consid–
ering the combination of such loads (as described in Eqs.
(25)-(29) and illustrated in Figure 11). The probability
of failure when considering such a load combination, to-
gether with simplifying assumptions about the still-water
bending moment and the ship structural strength, is found
by the procedures described below.

In order to illustrate this particular special case,we
assumer for simplicity, that the resisting bending moment S
and the still-water bending moment L (t) = L are determin-
istic, This is considered to be a r~asonabl~ assumption
only for the purposes of illustration in the present example.
By defining M = S–L , the probability of failure of the ship
will be obtai~ed as she probability that M will be exceeded
by Z(t) at least once in a specified perio~ of ship operation
(say, in one voyage).
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Estimating the number of wave encounters, n., in the
j–th sea staie (assume a specific ship speed for]that sea
state) , one can evaluate the probability Rj that the ship
will survive the sea state as

Rj = [pjPj{Mm > Zm} i- (l–pj)Pj{Mm> Xm]]nj (62)

In lZq. (62),p. is the probability of a significant slam per
wave encounte~ (which is found from the work of Ochi [81] ,
and P.{Mm>Z } is the probability that the peak bending moment
under]the c~mbined action of the wave and a slam will be less
than the resisting bending moment (and hence no failure will
occur) , while P .{Mm>Xm} is the same probability under the wave
action alone. 311 these probabilities are assumed to be de-
pendent upon the sea state andlhence, their expressions carry
the subscript j. The probabilities P. {M >Z } andP.{M >X }
may depend on the sea state since the]par~me!ers o a~d ~ r~–
spectively in Eqs. (27) and (28) may take different values
(Uj and Uj) depending on the sea state.

The probability of a ship surviving a voyage is then
given by

N
R=lIR. (63)

j=~ 3

where N is the total number of sea states the ship is expected
to encounter during the voyage.

To utilize Eq. (63) one must first estimate the following
quantities:

ni = number of wave encounters in the j–th sea state
-J

‘j = probability of a significant slam per wave
encounter in the j–th sea state

‘j = parameter value of the exponential distribution
function used for the maximum slam–induced
bending moment

0. = rms value of the wave–induced bendinq moment
J in the j–th sea state

Mm = S-Ls

s = resisting bending moment

L = still-water bending moment

Also, use the following equations for
Pj{Mm>Xm}:

Pj{Mm>Zm} = 1-FZ {Mm;~j,~j}
m

pj{Mm>Xm} = l_Fx {Mm;~j}
m

(64)

(65)
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In Eqs. (64) and (65)~FZ {Mm; aj, ~j} is obtained from Eq. (29)

by replacing z, a and amwith ?!vIm,a. and o., while FX {Mm;njl
is modified similarly using the Ra~leigh ~elation. m

FX (x) = l-e –x~/2G2

m

The probability of failure Pf is then obtained as

‘f
= 1-R

(66)

(67)

Since R is known to be very close to unity, a numerical scheme
would have to be devised to evaluate P directly so that one
can retain at least the first two significant figures accurately
in the process of numerical evaluation.

The above analysis represents only an idealized example of
the use of some of the information given in the present report
in order to estimate failure probability. However, it is a
special case and is subject to. the assumptions concerning the
variability of ship strength. More detailed analyses would be
required when considering strength variability in a“ complete
manner, as well as a more complete representation of the total
load system acting on the vessel. Such analyses will evolve
as more information on both loads and strength become avail–
able so that the full probabilistic approach to structural
analysis and design can be readily used for ship hull structures.
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11.O DESIGN LOAD ESTIMATION

As a result of the methods described herein, it is possible
to provide a procedure for design load estimation using the
probabilistic approach. The procedure involves consideration
of the uncertainties in ship strength also, since both loads
and strength are related when considering safety. The concept
of the safety index Bfr as well as the determination of partial
safety factors, involves uncertainties of both load and strength
and,hence, features of both effects enter into the design load
estimation as shown below.

The first element to be determined is the mean value of
the extreme load (bending moment) . For still-water loadsl a
constant deterministic value corresponding to either full load
or ballast conditions can be selected based on calculations
using information about cargo loading, as discussed in Section
4.1. Alternatively, if sufficient information is available
from analysis of operational data (as given in Tables 1 and 2
or similar information from an adequate data base of still-
water loads)~ that value can be used. An estimate of thermal
load can also be made, as described previously in Section 4.2.

The evaluation of the wave load mean value represents the
primary load acting on a ship. A nominal mean value is found
by use of the long.term probability method (as described in
[34]) or by use of the extreme value method [35]. Each of
the methods actually provides the modal value of the maximum
load, which is sufficiently close to the mean value (about 3%
different, as indicated in [17]) . Since the values obtained
from both approaches are close to each other, and also close
to the nominal load value obtained from classification society
rules (as shown in [46]) , the use of either method can be
considered for determining the mean wave load.

The mean value of a total load, when considering only
static loads and wave loads, is found as the sum of the re–
spective mean values. When considering cases involving
combined wave loads and vibratory loads, such as those due
to springing or slamming, a different procedure has to be
used. In the case of combined springing and wave loads, the
rms value of the combined load is found from Eq. (23) and the
discussion following that equation in Section 5.3. The mean
value of the extreme combined load for springing and wave
loads is a multiple of the rms value, with the multiplying
factor given in [67] in terms of the spectral width para-
meter El the ratio of the average periods of the two con–
stituent loadsl and the relative magnitude of the separate
component rms values.

For the case of combined wave and slam loads, the mean value
of the combined load is obtained from Eq. (30). The quantities
in Eq. (30) represent the mean value of the extreme wave and
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and slam loads found separately. The mean slam load extreme
value is found from the formula M = 0.00038PgL3Bl which is
the value corresponding to 10–8 p~~~~bility in [60]. This
value is one–half that in [60] since the data in [60] are for
peak-to-peak values, as described in Section 5.4.

When considering any case wherein there is a combined Sffect
of a static load, a wave load, and a vibratory-type load, the
mean value for the total load is obtained by adding the mean
static load value to the particular combined wave and vibratory
load. This procedure is considered adequate within the present
state of the ark for determining the mean value of any combined
load due to various causes. The influence of any type of vib–
ratory load is only applicable to special cases wherein such
vibratory loads manifest themselves, and, hencel they are only
considered for special classes of ships (e.g. Great Lakes bulk
carriers for springing; slender cargo ships, container ships
and naval frigates for slamming, etc.)

The measure of uncertainty for the total load, which in
general is made up of static, wave–induced and dynamic vibra-
tory loads (either springing or slamming) , is represented by
the total load COV, denoted as COV

t.
The COV of the total

load is given by the relation

[

Y2 ,L
Covt= (COVS)2H: +(COVW)2U: +(covd)2p2

] /
(68)

s w ‘d
t

where PL , UL and P are the mean values of the static load,
s w ‘d

wave load and dynamic load, respectively with similar defin-
itions for the corresponding subscripted COV quantities. This
can be simplified further if the approach wherein the static
(still-water) load is taken as a constant value is used, so
that the first term in the above relation is deleted (however
the static load is considered when determining the total mean
load magnitude). With the magnitude of the constituent elements
in Eq. (68) given in the preceding sections of this report (or
calculated for any specific case desired) , the uncertainty in
the form of COVt for the total load is then known.

A particular reference value used in probabilistic analysis
is known as the characteristic value. This characteristic value
of any variablel having a specific probability of not being
exceeded, is expressed as

‘k
= ~ +ko

x
= ~(l+kCOVx) (69)

where = is the mean value of the basic variable, a is its
standard deviation, and k is a multiplier dependentxon the
probability distribution to achieve a particular probability
(k=l.645 for p=5% with a normal distribution). The character-
istic value is then just an augmented value beyond that of the
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mean, in terms of a particular multiple of the COV for that
quantity.

In some studies involving structural safety, the character-
istic value is sometimes used as a design load value when com–
bined with particular partial safety factors (e.g. see [10]
and [17]). A more realistic estimate of the design load value
can be obtained as a measure of the value of load most likely
to cause failure, as determined for a particular structure
using the concept of the limit state. The limit state is a
condition beyond which the structure becomes unfit for its
purpose, e.g. the ultimate collapse state of failure. The
design value is found in terms of the safety index ~f by use
of the relation

L* = ~L (l-aLefcovt) (70)
t

where the quantity u is a load sensitivity parameter found
from the definition ~f the limit state equation (see [851)-
With the limit state relation given by

~ = S-L

where S is strength and L
here), the value of UL is

(71)

is load (total values are understood
found to be

–Cov.
= [(cov#e ’+;covL)w2 (72)

where
Vs

~.—
UL

(73)

is the central safety factor (ratio of mean values of strength
and load) . The term in the parenthesis in Eq. (70) is referred
to as the central partial safety factor for load, which is a
factor multiplying the mean load in order to determine the
design load.

Other types of partial safety factors have also appeared
in the literature pertaining to ship structural safety (e.g.
[171, [861), such as the ratio of the characteristic strength
to characteristic load, Y = Sk\Lk which is referred to as the
overall partial safety fa~tor in [86] . The quantity y is re–
lated to the safety index ~f in terms of the central s~fety
factor 6, which then also requires knowledge of the COV values
of both strength and load. Another type of partial safety
factor is the ratio of the design load value to the character–
istic load, which is often used when a particular characteristic
calue (representing a specified fractile probability such as 5%,
for example) is selected as a reference value in some structural
codes.
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With the design load value defined according to Eqs.(70)-
(73), it is seen that this design load is related to the safety
index 6

t
and also the total COV values for both load and strength.

This in errelationship, or coupling, requires some estimate of
mean and COVvalues for ship strength in order to establish a
design load estimate by the use of the present probabilistic
design method. Since flf is related to the probability of failure
by means of Eq. (6), for an assumed normal distribution, this
allows a design load estimate related to assumed levels of reli-
ability. With most merchant ships having ~f values in the range
of 4.0–6.0, corresp~nding to failure probab~lities Pf in the
range of 10–5 to 10 ‘, selected parametric exercises using Eqs.
(70)-(73) with a range of COV values, etc. will allow determina-
tion of the dependence of the central partial safety factor for
design load estimation on the safety index and failure probability.
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12.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

As a result of this study, a number of conclusions have
been found, together with recommendations for further work to
enlarge upon the findings and/or procedure discussed in the
report. A listing of some of the conclusions associated with
the present analysis is given below.

12.1 Conclusions
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

A more firm value of the COV for wave loads
due to statistical variability of the wave
spectra (for a given significant height range)
has been illustrated, with ranges found for
different types of ships (COV range from 10-20%
in larger sea states) .

An estimate of the error of theoretical calcu-
lation capability for determining bending moment
response operators was found, based on comparison
of theory with model test data for 4–5 different
ships. This error was estimated to be a COV of
10% .

The statistical variability associated with an
estimate of the extreme value of bending moment,
based upon properties of the extreme value
probability functions was also determined. The
COV value is found as a function of the number
of cycles of operation in specified sea states,
and ranges between 5-10% for most practical
cases of interest.

An interpretation of the distribution of the
long-term bending moment variability due to the
basic probability characteristic for that
quantity (i.e. Poisson distribution) was also
provided.

The influence of ship form, such as the distin–
guishing effects of flare compared to wall–
sidedness, is shown to result in unsymmetrical
sagging and hogging loads. This nonlinear effect
is shown by existing data to result in sagging
extreme loads being about 20% larger than hogging
for vessels such as container ships, where this
effect is associated with the wave-induced loads
without considering any influence of vibratory
responses.

The overall COV for wave–induced loads, based
upon consideration of wave spectral variability,
limits of hydrodynamic theory, and the statistical
variability of extreme values is found to be
about 20%.
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7. Analysis of springing loads per se resulted in
a COV Value estimated to be about 29% based on
sensitivity to spectral variability (in the
high-frequency range), limits of theoretical
calculation capability and the effects of
extreme value variability.

8. Whipping loads due to slamming are estimated
based on analysis of measured full-scale data,
with a nondimensional coefficient found to be
applicable to container ships, cargo ships and
naval vessels. The amplitudes of whipping loads
are approximated by an exponential distribution,
and an estimate of the COV of such loads was also
determined from the available (limited) data.

9. Combinations of loads are considered, with still-
water loads initially recommended as a large con–
stant (but not absolutely known) representative
value that is to be added to the wave load corres–
pending to that operating condition, i.e. whether
fully loaded or in ballast. Thermal loads are also
treated as a selected constant value so that the
sum of still-water and thermal loads is a static
reference level for the large time-varying loads.
If sufficient information on statistical properties
of still-water loads becomes available, a procedure
for combining such data with the wave load data is
provided to enable evaluation of the COV for the
load combination.

10. The combination of wave-induced and springing
loads is analyzed as well as combined vertical
and lateral wave bending moments. The COV of
combined vertical and lateral wave bending
moments is about 22%1 while that for combined
wave and springing loads can range between
22-29% depending on which mode is predominant
in the measured total load.

11. A method for combining the magnitudes of extreme
wave loads and whipping loads due to slamming
is shown, together with an approximate represen–
tation of the cumulative probability for their
sum. The COV value for the sum of wave and
whipping loads is estimated to be in the range
of 25-30%.

12. The analysis of ultimate strength for represen-
tative large modern merchant ships (tanker,
bulk carrier and containership) showed only
small prospect of any type of buckling failure,
with failure close to yield conditions. This is
due to the influence of the small slenderness
parameter value for such heavily built vessels.
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13. Expressions for the fail_u_restrength factor
introduced into ship strength bending moment
models are based on approximations and data
primarily valid for a limited class of vessels,
viz. lightly framed naval vessels. There is
questionable validity of some of the simplified
analytical models when used to determine measures
of uncertainty since the necessary partial
derivation gradients used in determining objec–
tive COV values have not been verified adequately,
especially when considering their application
to heavier built ship structures.

14. Subjective uncertainty COV values for different
types of failure of longitudinally stiffened

panels are estimated based on limited experimental
data and analysis of theoretical results. Values
appropriate to naval vessels are given with a
recommended range of values to be used for
tankers and other heavily built ship structures.

15. Proposed procedures are described for applying
recently developed advanced numerical computer
programs to determine both objective and subjective
uncertainty values for various types of ships,
changes in material properties and dimensions,
variations in initial imperfections, boundary
condition assumptions, etc.

16. A recommended procedure for estimating design loads
is presented which depends upon mean values and COV
values of both the load and strength. The design
load is also related to the safety index (and hence
to failure probability), thereby allowing direct use
of uncertainty measures in establishing design load
estimates. Various partial safety factors are
identified and defined in terms of the design load
and the characteristic load (and strength) values.

12.2 Recommendations

Among the recommendations established as a result of
this study are the following: ~

1. Furth@r data analysis should be made for more
ships and/or more actual spectral wave records
to establish the sensitivity of COV values due
to wave spectral variability and hydrodynamic
theory prediction capability.

2. Additional theoretical development to allow
adequate prediction of springing loads should
be continued, together with validation with.
experimental data (model and full scale) . The
influence of nonlinearity in the input excitation
forces should be expanded in detail in order to
determine if present methods of response analysis
are adequate for that type of load.
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3. Further data should be obtained to characterize
whipping loads, using either full-scale data
or by use of analysis of the~retical models
exercised via computer simulation. There are
insufficient data available for both sources,
and more extensive validation relative to avail–
able data is necessary for any computer model
before employing it to generate whipping loads.

4. More detailed computational experiments should
be carried out to determine the degree of validity
of using a steady constant value of still-water
bending moment in the analysis of failure
(initially with the safety index method) when
combining still-water and wave–induced loads.
The forthcoming availability of more data on
still-water loads and their variability, together
with additional analysis of predicted wave loads
for different ship loading conditions, will allow
such a determination as well as the results of
using the combined COV value with adequate still-
water load statistics.

5. The use of computer simulation models of slam
and whipping loads, together with wave-induced
loads represented in proper time phase relative
to the disturbing incident waves, will allow
empirical development of relationships between
wave–induced and whipping loads. Such relation-
ships will provide data that can be used to
establish probability characteristics, extreme
values, and variability measures for the combined
wave and whipping loads of specialized ships that
are vulnerable to such effects.

6. The use of newly developed efficient numerical
computer programs that can allow evaluation of
effects of changes in various features of a ship
section should be applied to determine objective
uncertainties of ship strength. These programs
should be exercised over a range of parametric
variations in material properties, dimensions of
elements, etc. for different types of ships in
order to determine values of such objective
uncertainties in a fast and relaible manner.
Possible procedures to allow validation of
simplified mathematical models for the strength
factors representing different types of buckling
failure should also be sought as a means of
extending such simple models to conditions never
treated previously.
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7. Similar exercising of the numerical programs to
determine subjective uncertainties should also
be carried out by varying the degree of initial
imperfections, boundary conditions, behavior
of special regions of the ship section~ variations
in frame spacing, etc. The accumulation of a
large data base representing the effects of such
changes by using a valid computational tool will
provide better estimates of this type of uncertainty.
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